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at the turn of the
millennium for research and education in a new emerging academic discipline aiming to create a transformative
approach to the operation and maintenance of engineering assets. Twenty years later, we are happy to say that
we have achieved success in our efforts to lay the foundations for maintenance as an academic discipline at
Luleå University of Technology, with a blend of science,
technology and engineering. However, in academia, a
period of 20 years represents merely the beginning of
the beginning, but can be a defining factor for the next
generation of research and education activities.
T H E D IVI SION WAS E STABLISH E D

Digital technology has emerged as a great enabler of
the efficient operation and maintenance of engineering
assets. The ongoing digitalization of industrial sectors
and engineering assets provides enormous capabilities to collect vast amounts of data and information (i.e.
industrial big data) from industrial and production assets
in operation. We see the need for a strategic focus on
digital technologies, to transforming the industrial maintenance processes. In this respect, we have developed a
strategic road map to support companies in their desire
to go digital in maintenance operations and in their application of AI in day-to-day decision-making and the
robotization of many routine but difficult maintenance
tasks. This is reflected clearly in our current research
portfolio, which includes projects like AI Factory for
Railway, AI Factory for Mining, DigiSwitch, In2Smart,
CliMaint, etc.
During the past two decades, we have directed an
intensified focus on finding transformative maintenance
technologies and business solutions considering climate
change models etc. for new and ageing assets, with the
aim of ensuring safe and failure-free operation at the lowest possible cost. Such solutions should make the use of
ageing assets attractive with almost no additional risks
Over the years, we have succeeded in building a capability needed by industry and society.
So far, the Division has accomplished an amazing
academic journey. We started our journey with a small
project in 2001 and we currently have a research portfolio of more than 40 projects. As in the past, we are
actively participating in several EU research projects.
During 2020, we participated in and organized a number of online industry-relevant conferences, workshops,
seminars and courses. All these activities were organized and coordinated from our two centres of excellence, namely Luleå Railway Research Center (JVTC)
and the Center for Maintenance and Industrial Services
(C-MIS). In summary, 2020 was a successful year for
our research group.
As in the past, our efforts have been aligned to the aim
of securing a sustainable financial support to allow our
basic and theoretical research to continue, and to provide a solid basis for the achievement of high quality in
our applied and industrial research. This is reflected in

the number of journal articles, reports and theses published by the members of the Division. On many fronts,
we have performed much better than expected.
I know this past year has tested each of us in ways that
we had never imagined. However, we have been able
to give our best and achieve the best possible results
in spite of this strange and unprecedented situation
caused by COVID-19. We are aligning and reorienting
our activities and resources to help and support industry in meeting the current-day challenges by delivering
new tools, digital technologies and new methodologies.
I am happy to say that what each of us has achieved
during the short period of our Division’s history should
make us enormously proud. . I can say with pride that
we have achieved several milestones during this short
period of 20 years. Our achievements and growth since
the Division’s establishment in 2001 reinforce our confidence that we are on the right path. I am very grateful
to my colleagues, the University management, and our
sponsors and other stakeholders for their support and
encouragement.
It gives me immense pleasure to present the Annual
Report for 2020, which presents an overview of our activities over the past twelve months and provides ample
evidence of our achievements.

Uday Kumar
Chair professor and Head of Division
March 20, 2021
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The Division of

OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE
Engineering

With the increasing awareness among the industry and academia that
maintenance ensures safe and sustainable performance and creates
additional value for the business process, the Division has been successful in establishing close cooperation with Swedish and International
companies. Our industrial client list includes companies from Railway
sector, Aerospace Engineering, Mining and Process industries. With
advent of industrial internet ( industrial internet of things-IIOT ), all round
implementation of smart technologies and identification of maintenance
and predictive technologies as critical success factor by leading manufacturing and transport companies, we are looking forward to expand the
list of our clients within industries, academic and research partners.
The activities of the Division are aligned towards finding synergies
with other academic disciplines and building networks with many active
research groups, locally and worldwide.

The Division has been successful in obtaining grants from EU Frramework Programand Swedish Research funding agencies like VINNOVA,and
Strategic Research Foundation (SSF). The Division has launched an
International Journal of System Assurance Engineering and Management
published by Springer. The establishment of SKF - University Technology
Center for advanced condition monitoring in 2011 has provided the
Division with a much needed platform for the development of predictive
technology. Besides, two eMaintenance Labs are functioning at LTU and
LKAB, Kiruna; a Condition Monitoring Lab has been established at the
Division. The Division is fully competent and equipped technologically to
undertake research work in the emerging areas of artificial intelligence,
(AI) Big data, predictive technologies for making the maintenance processes more effective and efficient

Maintenance facilitates Sustainable living.
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THROUGHOUT THE YEARS
2001

2005

The Division is established

The first doctoral degree

Division of Operation and
Maintenance is established with
Professor Uday Kumar as head.
LKAB sponsor and maintenance
research within the field of mining starts.

Doctoral diplomas are handed
out to the two first PhD’s in
Operation and Maintenance at
Luleå University of Technology.

Takes the role as coordinator
for big research center
Luleå Railway Research center
(JVTC) is now led and coordinated by the division, and the
division’s research in Railway
maintenance begins.

2002
Sponsors Professor
in Maintenance
Swedish transport administration
sponsors partnership in maintenance to build up research
competence.

2003
Aviation in sight
The first research project is
conducted together with SAAB
Aerospace and the division
starts their research in aviation
maintenance.

Receives Licentiate degrees
When two of the division’s PhD
students receives Licentiate
awards in Operation and Maintenance they are the first in their
research area at Luleå University
of Technology.

2004
Iran as partner in education
Until now there is no undergraduate specialization in the subject
area of Operation and Maintenance Engineering. However, the
division starts an International
MSc Engineering Program in
Maintenance Engineering and
Management in close co-operation with Sharif University of
Technology.
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Starting research in
eMaintenance

Program for Iranian industry
In order to improve maintenance
competence, industry workers
in Iran are educated in maintenance by the division.

2008

Organizer for the first MMPM
Conference
Strategies and intelligent systems to assist companies to take
control of expensive maintenance costs, are discussed by
international companies and
researchers at the new conference -Maintenance Performance
Measurement Management.

For the first time, research
within the brand new area of
eMaintenance is launched, this
in a collaboration with SAAB.

First PhD in eMaintencence

2006

2009

Center of Excellence CMIS
is launched

Grants from Strategic
research council

To provide a neutral platform for
cooperation among industries,
academia and other stakeholders interested in the area of
maintenance and industrial
services, the center of excellence CMIS is established.

The Division succeeds in getting
grants from strategic research
council of Sweden – establishing
maintenance as a strategic area
for research for Sweden.

The establishment of SKF University Technology Center for
advanced condition monitoring
has provided the Division with
much needed platform for the
development of prediction technology. UTC is a cross-functional
collaboration between three
departments at the university:
Machine Element, Embedded
Internet Systems Lab and Operation, Maintenance and Acoustics.

2010

2012

Organizer for international
COMADEM
The division organizes the 19th
International congress on Condition Monitoring and Diagnostic
Engineering Management, called
COMADEM. About 250 participants from 41 countries gather
up in Luleå where the congress
is held.

Launch of International
Master Program
To meet the ever growing
demand of European and
Scandinavian industry, Luleå
University of Technology launches the two year International
Masters of Science program in
Maintenance Engineering.

2007
Crossing the Atlantic
By starting a collaboration with
Toronto University and University
of Cincinnati, the division’s work
crosses the atlantic.

After a successful dissertation
the first PhD in eMaintenance is
examined.

Develops Research Journal
The division launches Research
journal IJSA published by
Springer.

First international
congress on
eMaintenance
The Division successfully
organizes the first International
Congress on eMaintenance, in
Luleå, Sweden from 22-24 June,
2010.

Center of excellence
in Condition Monitoring

First international
eMaintenance laboratory
A unique laboratory for
eMaintenance is established
as the first in the world in order
to facilitate different research
and development activities.

Dominant on EU financed
projects
The division recieves their 12th
EU financed project which gives
the research subject highest
sucessrate at Luleå University
of Technology.

2011
Number of staff dabbled
During the last 7 years the
division has gained and doubled
their number of employees from
25 to 50.

2013
Bachelor in Operation
and Maintenance
The new Bachelor Program in
Maintenance Engineering has
been developed together with
the industry. During the first
year 25 students from all over
Sweden begins their education.

Sustainable transportation

ePilot conferens

MPES2017

CSSC

Sustainable transportation is
created to be an interdisciplinary
research area and it’s one of the
university’s Areas of excellence
in research and innovation.

The ePilot is a research and
implementation project that
develops railway maintenance.
At this conference results were
presented from the project´s first
year during a conferens in Luleå.

The International Symposium on
Mine Planning and Equipment
Selection (MPES) was held in
Luleå 2017.

Sweden´s finance minister
visits JVTC

Contract signed with CSSC

Per Bolund visited JVTC and
Maintenance Lab where JVTC
presented the research conducted within the center in order
to gain control of the railway´s
condition and research within
reliability and maintenance.

Letter of Intent signed with
Amity University, India

In December 2018, researchers
from CSSC have visited the joint
Smart Maintenance Lab and
have joined a 2-weeks training program. Besides Division
of Operation and Maintenance
Engineering (incl. eMaintenance
Lab and CBM Lab), this training
was supported by Tribolab at the
Division of Machine Elements
and the Robotics Group at the
Division of Control Engineering,
Signals and Systems.

Takes the lead for new
high-tech railway project
ePilot119, a railway maintenance project with partners
from the whole railway sector
represented, aiming to focus
on implementation of eMaintenance, starts.

Industrial eMaintenance Lab
A similar lab to the eMaintenance Lab was inaugurated
in Kiruna. Nowhere else in the
world there is such a venture. It
is headed by Luleå University of
Technology in close cooperation
with LKAB with multiple partners. The initiative involves both
research, education, and testing.

Hands-on railway
laboratory opens
In our new CBM-Iab (Condition
Based Maintenance), we conduct
research and education in
condition based maintenance
with focus on future demands
from the industry.

2014
Technical expert for the
Swedish parliament
When The Committee on
Transport held a public hearing
to shed light on choices facing
the railroad, Uday Kumar was
invited to talk about the latest
maintenance research from a
technical perspective.

2015
Part of Swedish government
railway delegation to India
and Tokyo
Established contact with
NASA ames research centres
San Francisco

2016
ePilot conference
ePilot conference in Luleå and
Solna where 85 partipicants took
part of the results and possibles
solutions in the ePilot project
about railway maintenance

eMaintenace 2016
About a hundred people visited
the event. The congress open
forum debated issues like
Industrial Big Data Analytics
and Data science in industrial
maintenance.

MPMM 2016
MPMM 2016 Maintenance
conference for academics,
industrialists and engineers
presented and discussed the
latest practices and technologies
for managing and monitoring
the performance of maintenance
strategies

Nordic Railway seminar
Nordic Seminar in Railway
Technology; the 19th seminar
that LTU and JVTC hosted
in Luleå.

2017
ePilot conference

Contract signed with CRRC

2018
JVTC 20th anniversary
conference
JVTC celebrated the 20th
anniversary on September 6,
2018 at Quality Hotel in Luleå.
Totaly 80 parcipitents took part
of the conference.

ePilot conference
ePilot Resultconference in Luleå,
Borlänge and Solna where totaly
80 parcipitents took part of the
results in the ePilot project about
railway maintenance.

CMIS days in May
CMIS days were for both CMIS
members and guests who work
with maintenance related fields.
The aim of this day was to give
a roadmap of the future based
upon chosen topics and the
workshop.

Workshop CRRC
The first project has been
started from Feb, 2018, titled
“Prognostic and Health
Managementfor Rail
Transportation Equipment
– Application studies on
maintenance strategies of EMU
axle bearing and collaborative maintenance management
technologies”.

2019
MAY
eMaintenance conference
On May 14-15, 2019, the fifth
eMaintenance conference was
organised by Luleå University of
Technology at Hotel Sheraton in
Stockholm.
On May 15, ePilot arranged a
railway maintenance workshop
where, among other things,
results from sub projects were
presented and a technical session that included presentations
of academic papers in railway
maintenance.

SEPTEMBER
JVTC Study visit at LKAB mines and workshop in Kiruna
LKAB invited the JVTC members
to a study visit in the mines
and rolling stock workshop on
September 5, 2019.

OCTOBER
Industrial AI (IAI)
At the demand of industrial partners, the Division of Operation
and Maintenance together with
JVTC arranged a workshop on
October 7, 2019, which focuses
on the application of AI in industry, called Industrial AI (IAI).

ePilot result conference in Luleå,
Solna and Borlänge where totaly
120 parcipitents took part of the
results in the ePilot project about
railway maintenance.
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EDUCATION

The Operation and Maintenance group is involved in teaching at undergraduate, graduate
and postgraduate programs. Additionally, every year a good number of seminars, workshops
and continuing education programs are organized for enhanced learning

Operation and
Maintenance Engineering
Undergraduate Program (Bachelor of
Engineering in Maintenance)
The Bachelor program in Maintenance Engineering program is designed to provide students with
a broad engineering foundation with a focus on
operation and maintenance engineering.
The courses deal with subjects such as maintenance strategy, dependability, system reliability,
human factors and life cycle cost analysis.
Typical tasks for a maintenance engineer are to
develop maintenance strategies, control operational
and maintenance processes, or plan maintenance.
The program is given bot on campus and on
distance. Several large companies are actively
participating in program providing summer jobs and
seminars for our student.

Graduate courses and program
(Master in Maintenance Engineering)
The division has a Master Program in Maintenance
Engineering. The students will obtain the engineer8

ing knowledge to implement and develop effective
operation and maintenance processes, which is
important for a sustainable future. Courses address
the scientific bases of Maintenance Engineering,
such as Condition Based Maintenance and Advanced Reliability Engineering, as well as emerging
technologies as industrial IoT and AI.
Our goal is that students work in projects that
relates to the real maintenance challenges and
companies like LKAB, Vattenfall, Swedish Transportation Authority, SSAB, Boliden, Saab Aerospace,
Metso Minerals, ABB, and SCA.
The following graduate courses are taught:
n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n

Applied Operations Research
Condition based Maintenance
Human Factors for Safety
Internet of Things and Signal Analysis for Condition Monitoring
eMaintenance
Maintenance Engineering and Management
Maintenance Strategy
Mine Automation

n
n
n

Operation and Maintenance - Hydropower
Operation and Maintenance Engineering
Reliability Engineering

Postgraduate programs and courses
Postgraduate studies at Luleå University of
Technology include two higher degrees: Licentiate
in Engineering and PhD in Engineering. Usually,
it takes four years to obtain a PhD degree, and
approximately half that time to obtain a Licentiate
degree. The following courses at postgraduate
level are offered by the Division of Operation and
Maintenance Engineering:
n
n
n
n
n
n

 dvanced Maintenance: Theory & Application
A
Applied Reliability Engineering
Asset Engineering and Management
Performance Measurement and Management
Risk & Vulnerability Analysis
Stochastic Models for Reliability Analysis and
Maintenance Optimization

MASTER PROGRAM

Master Program in
Maintenance Engineering
Effective maintenance is a prerequisite for a competitive industry.This Master’s program is designed
to fulfil both industrial and academic demands so that the students can pursue a career in a technical
and competitive industry or academia.
Maintenance is a growing and attractive engineering area. By increasing
life of assets, maintenance is important for sustainable development. In the
Master Program in Maintenance Engineering you will learn methodologies,
models and tools that ensure high system dependability and efficient and
effective maintenance processes.

Description
In the master’s program in Maintenance Engineering you will get a broad and
internationally accessible competence. Topics include asset management,

Professional education
Today long-term and strategic competence supply is
crucial for organizations’ well-being and competitiveness.The division of Operation and Maintenance is
a natural partner for your organization’s skill enhancement and career development in the increasingly
important field of Maintenance engineering. Currently
we are working together with LKAB, Northvolt, and
The Swedish Public Employment Service.
LKAB
LKAB has identified a need for improved maintenance knowledge in their
mines and plants. For the third year in a row, LKAB has chosen mechanics
and operators for 20-week full-time studies in maintenance engineering. The
program is designed to give the participants a theoretical foundation to work
as maintenance technicians. In November 2020, 11 employees from LKAB
started the program.
The education is carried out on distance and consists of project assignments
where the participants investigate, implement evaluate new maintenance
plans at their different workplaces. While the participants are studying the
program, they are given paid leave from their regular positions and when
complete they return to their regular job or to a new position. After the
course, the participants the participants can pass on their knowledge in their
own organization to ensure the company’s long-term competence.
The program with a total of 30 higher education credits consists of four
modules:

condition monitoring, human factors, maintenance optimization and reliability
engineering.
The first study period addresses the scientific bases of Maintenance
Engineering. The first year also includes advanced maintenance techniques
and methods such as Industrial IoT, Condition monitoring, Operation research
and eMaintenance. The second year includes advanced studies of Reliability
engineering and a project courses where students carry out specialised
studies in maintenance optimization. The program concludes with a degree
project within the main field of study.

n
n

n

n

Introduction to operation and maintenance engineering
Maintenance strategies – The process of formulating maintenance strategy and maintenance goals and selection of maintenance measures.
Life cycle cost analysis and application of LCC for simulation of system
reliability.
Introduction to condition-based maintenance with laboratory work and
exercises illustrating the entire chain from sensor to maintenance decision.

Northvolt
In an exciting cooperation with the Swedish Public Employment Service and
Northvolt, soon to be Europe’s largest and the world’s only environmentally
friendly battery manufacturer, the division started an education program in
December 2020. We are training engineers in the basics of maintenance engineering using the fast-track method for students with a university degree.
The goal of this program is to prepare them for a career in Sweden.
After completing the training, the participants have the competence to work
as a maintenance engineer or maintenance specialist, which will lead to
employment with Northvolt or its subcontractors. The training is conducted in
English and since the participants are found throughout Sweden, the training
is given at a distance.
The education consists of a 26 week fulltime course, of four modules with a
total of 30 higher education credits and is carried out via lectures, seminars,
laboratory work, group assignments, and study visits. The four modules
consists of:
n

Introduction to operation and maintenance engineering

n

M
 aintenance strategies

n

Life Cycle Cost Analysis and Maintenance Management

n

Condition Monitoring and Predictive Maintenance

There are 39 active participants with Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees from
the whole world, whom were selected through a recruitment process in
cooperation with Northvolt and Swedish Public Employment Service.
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Research
Education/
Program
Over the years, the Division has developed
core competence with special focus on
n

Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, and
Safety (RAMS), LCC and Risk Analysis

n

Prognostics and Health Management (PHM)

n

Predictive Maintenance

n

Condition Monitoring and Condition Based
Maintenance

n

eMaintenance

n

Industrial AI

n

Maintenance Management

n

Human Factors in Maintenance

n

Design for/out Maintenance

The Division is proactively working towards the
implementation of new and emerging technologies,
including disruptive technologies like; Big data,
cloud computing, IIoT, predictive and prescriptive
analytics, in operation and maintenance engineering
of complex industrial systems.
Our research group works in close collaboration with
industries and prominent research groups active in
the field of operation and maintenance engineering
world-wide.
We have developed a road map to transform the
way maintenance is practiced and implemented by
industries. Our search for transformative solutions to
industrial and organisation maintenance issues has led
to development of new technologies and solutions
which are expected to bring step and transformative
changes in industry.
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RAM4S- Reliability, Availability,

Maintainability, Safety/Security/
Supportability/Sustainability
Research Program

Each engineering asset (product, plant or infrastructure)
is unreliable in the sense it degrades with age and usage
and fails ultimately.When a failure occurs, the severity
of the consequences can be very significant, leading to
higher maintenance, cost, and reduction in availability,
economic loss, damage to the asset and environment and
possible loss of human lives. Unreliability may also lead
to annoyance and inconvenience leading to a lasting
customer dissatisfaction that can create serious problems
for the company’s marketplace position and reputation.
Reliability science deals with the understanding of the degradation
processes and reliability issues in the design stage. Reliability economics
takes care of cost analysis of issues relating to design for reliability, and
maintenance development. Reliability technology looks into technologies
to sense and monitor the system degradation, to collect and analyze
relevant data for decision making.
Effective maintenance theory and practice is applied to compensate the
shortcoming in reliability to bring it up to the desired level by taking care
of technological and economic issues. Maintainability deals with maintenance issues during the design stage, with an objective to facilitate easy
and cost effective maintenance strategies so that the desired reliability
can be guaranteed. Maintenance actions, if used properly can control
the degradation and reduce or eliminate the likelihood of the occurrence
of failures and to restore a failed system to its operational state.
Safety assessment of engineering objects forms the foundation for robust investigation of the risks associated with failures. The effectiveness
of preventive and mitigating failure measures supports decision making
regarding safety performances.

Projects within Operation and Maintenance
research programs

All of these as package help to improve RAMS enabled sustainable
operation and maintenance of engineering assets.

During the last few years, the numbers of sponsored
research projects in different areas of operation
and maintenance have increased significantly. The
Division undertakes and works on applied research
projects as well as on high-end development and
consultancy projects from industry on a routine basis.
The Division has continued to build the research
programs, adopting a distinctive interdisciplinary approach to meet short-term and long-term challenges
faced by the industry and other organizations. The
research activities are focused on integration of all
operation and maintenance related issues at design
and operational phase.

The Division of Operation and Maintenance Engineering at Luleå
University of Technology has been active in various aspects of RAM4S
to optimize engineering assets to fullfil stakeholder\s requirements.

Condition based maintenance Research Program
A careful implementation of Condition Monitoring and Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) Program
offers significant potential for improving the effectiveness and efficiency of operation and maintenance of
plants and infrastructures. Currently, our effort is to integrate contextual information in the CBM models.
Our Condition monitoring and CBM research program incorporates development of methods and models to assess the state of the item or components
using on-line or off-line data collected from the item or components of interest.
Diagnostics and prognostics are two important aspects in a CBM program.
Diagnostics deals with fault detection, isolation and identification when a failure
has occurs. A prognostic approach deals with fault prediction before a failure
occur and tries to determine whether a failure is impending and estimate how
soon and how likely a failure will occur. Diagnostics are a posterior event analysis and will normally lead to a corrective maintenance action while prognostics
are a prior event analysis which would result in preventive actions. Within the
framework of CBM program, our main efforts are not only on development of
methods and models but also to provide or establish scientific explanation of
degradation mechanism leading to failure. We are also attempting to develop
technologies to capture different degradation and also assess the state in
real time. Some projects are in progress to assess the remaining useful life of
components using data and other information collected by condition monitoring of the item of interest to develop context aware CBM program. The major
sponsors of CBM research are Trafikverket, LKAB, SKF and VINNOVA among
others. The smart bearing projects where hybrid models are being developed to
estimate correct remaining useful life are sponsored by SKF-UTC.
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eMaintenance Research Program
The eMaintenance Research Programme (eMRP) enables Operational Excellence by empowering
operation and maintenance with Artificial Intelligence. eMRP focuses on research and innovations
that augment the decision-making processes in industrial contexts through enhanced analytics. In
eMRP, frameworks, approaches, methodologies, technologies, and tools such as Industrial Artificial
Intelligence (IAI), Machine Learning (ML), Deep Learning (DL), eXplainable AI (XAI), serviceoriented and event- oriented approaches, digitalisation, IoT and IIoT, and information logistics are
getting orchestrated to achieve excellence in research and innovation. Our research approach is built
upon the understanding of the concept of system-of-systems and considers systems’ whole lifecycle.
This to create a holistic system-thinking in our research process, and also enhance the practical implications of our research findings .
The overarching objective of the eMaintenance Research Programme (eMRP)
is to enable industry to achieve operation excellence. This through a) conduct
a multi-disciplinary applied research in
maintenance analytics; b) develop and
provide an appropriate education platform
in eMaitnenance; c) establish an innovation
process which supports implementation of
research outcomes to real-world applications.
eMRP focuses on topics which reflect
issues and challenges within industry and
academia. Some of these topics are: Industrial Artificial Intelligence (IAI), Machine
Learning (ML), Deep Learning (DL),
eXplainable AI (XAI), service-oriented and
event- oriented approaches, digitalisation,
IoT and IIoT, Big Data Analytics, cloud12

computing, distributed computing, crowdcomputing, information logistics, data
integration, data fusion, data processing,
data visualisation, and context adaptation.
The programme also aims to design, develop, and provide artefacts based on edge
technology to demonstrate proof-of-concept within the aforementioned topics.The
main objective of these demonstrators are
to validate academic outcome in industrial
contexts.To achieve this, EMRP collaborate with eMaintenance LAB.
eMaintenance LAB, is located at the University in Luleå and a similar site developed
for LKAB in Kiruna, Sweden.These sites
are designed and developed to facilitate
hands-on experiences in eMaintenance
research.The lab provides a set of intercon-

nected and integrated services grouped as
architectural services, infrastructural services, and platform services.The provided
tools are utilised in research, education, and
innovation within operation and maintenance.Furthermore, eMaintenance LAB
is used to encourage and strengthen the
cooperation and collaboration between
industrial and academia partners.
In addition, EMRP has initiated the
International Workshop and Congress in
eMaintenance, which is the first and only
conference in this discipline. EMRP has
been hosting the conferences since 2010,
in cooperation with the partners from industry and academia.The conferences have
been a forum for fruitful knowledge- sharing between industry and academia.

Human Factors Research Program
The Human Factors research program aims to improve the maintenance
process by reducing human error.
Maintenance has unique challenges demanding physical and
mental performance from the both operators and maintenance personell.Thus, a better understanding of Human
Factors necessary to make good decisions can be vital in
improving the effectiveness of maintenance tasks.The purpose
of the research is to distinguish areas of risk for maintenance
error by evaluating mishaps and their impact on effectiveness. Research projects, and student projects, origin from both
manufacturing and transport sectors. Industrial projects refer
to utilization of Human Factors in multiple phases of maintenance, operation during implementation of total productive
maintenance in an industrial setting. Three project activities
are presented below.

Some of the projects within the program
eMaintenance

solutions for effective
decisionma king in ma intenance

The aim of the project is to develop analysis models and
methods that support Vattenfall Vattenkraft’s CBM-based
maintenance strategy.The purpose is to support and improve
current working methods for state-based maintenance and
to develop the use of advanced analysis models and tools for
primarily the following analyzes for improved maintenance
decisions.

Analysis

of ma intenance error in
aircraft ma intenance

Human factors are directly related to aviation accidents, and
maintenance work therefore plays a major role in aviation
safety. Studies show that 70-80% of accidents are caused by
human error at the maintenance level, which makes it of outmost importance to investigate the factors behind deviations.

The aim of the work is aimed at understanding and managing
errors.This project aims to improve the categorization and analysis of its aircraft maintenance deviations. An analysis of reported
deviations showing that today’s models are lacking and we are
developing a new model called HFACS-SAFE.The report also
suggests that, through systematic work on models and distribution of information surrounding wrong actions, deviations may
hopefully be reduced.

Alternative

hierarchy of controls to p revent
ergonomi c risk factors in ma intenance

A re-defined hierarchy of controls for human risk factors in
maintenance was determined.The suggested hierarchy might
be used in prioritizing controls to mitigate ergonomics risks in
maintenance operation as an alternative to the initial recommendation, as in a more general hierarchical setup.

Huma n

factor intervention strategy in p rocedure
docume ntation

Expected Deliverable: Identification of human factor aspects of
documented procedures to improve alignment between documented and actually performed critical tasks.

Soft Issues

of Industry

4.0

Human Factors Human intervention is crucial when dealing
with complex and safety critical systems, where and when immediate interventions are required.
The purpose of this research is to explore and describe the
importance of situational awareness (SA) in maintenance and to
recommend how to develop and provide better SA for intelligent maintenance systems (IMS). This work will result in the
identification of key SA requirements for maintenance in context
of industry 4.0.
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Sectors Research Areas

The division performs research, development and innovations related to different sectors.
The ongoing research and innovations programs connected to the various sectors
are illustrated below.
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Testbed Railway
and Railway 4.0

Global leaders in railway transport sectors
are making investments to build laboratories
and pilot test sites to test the components for
reliability and dependability characteristics.
For the railway transport industry, existens
of a framework, which enables selection of
appropriate methodologies, technologies, and
tools, is essential. Furthermore, to implement
the selected tools smoothly, there is a need to
establish testbeds for continuous testing.

Railway Research Area
The focus of the JVTC (Railway Research
Center) is To develop new tools, methods and
models that will facilitate innovative solutions
to railway problems related to operation and
maintenance.The divisions research within railway,
are performed on the collaborative platform Luleå
Railway Research Center (JVTC).
A long-term management of the transport system requires a
maintenance system based on well thought and elaborate systems of
rules, maintenance strategies, maintenance concepts and descriptions of how the selected measures and their costs can
be linked to the effect achieved in the system’s capacity. Concepts
such as reset capability, maintenance security and dependability are
especially important when the facilities are utilized close to their
maximum capacity. It is important to find new ways to design
regulatory systems and maintenance strategies that allow innovation while maintaining risk and safety.The regulatory system should
cater for not only maintaining security but also allow for innovation and dynamism.

Testbed Railway
Testbed Railway is a platform aimed for transparent
and replicable testing of scientific theories, computational tools (such as Big Data Analytics) and new
technology. The goal of the ‘ Testbed Railway ‘ is to
strengthen the railway industry’s adaptability and competitiveness by developing and providing a testbed for
research and innovation in the rail industry, nationally
and internationally. The purpose of the ‘ Testbed Railway ‘ is to enable that Sweden should be a leader in
research and innovation in railway, which contributes
to strengthening the industrial production of railrelated goods and services in Sweden. Testbed Railway
is powered and hosted by eMaintenance LAB.
The testbeds provide a linkage between the conceptual models from the framework into a real-world
environment. To achieve this, the Division of Operation and Maintenance Engineering has within the
Luleå Railway Research Center (JVTC), developed a
framework called ‘Railway 4.0’, with a corresponding
testbed called ‘Testbed Railway’.

Railway 4.0
Railway 4.0 is the overarching framework that is designed to facilitate the choice of concepts, approaches,
technologies and methodologies aimed at the development of the railway system, nationally and internationally. Further, Railway 4.0 focuses on to disseminate the
experience and knowledge to involved stakeholders
(eg. infrastructure owner, entrepreneurs, academia, and
consultants). Railway 4.0 provides the railway industry
enhanced opportunities to collaborate, cooperate, test,
and implement relevant research and development
results in the areas of digitalised railway and eMaintenance. This in turn contributes to improved robustness
and capacity of the railway transport systems, as well as
increased cost efficiency of operation and maintenance.
15
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Mining Research Area
Since Sweden is a mining and industrial country, the mining operation and machineries are attractive
research topics, especially in the northern Sweden. Mining is one of the key research topics in the
Division of Operation and Maintenance Engineering. Several research projects related to mining
machineries and production systems has been undertaken by the Division.

Mining Projects

Rema ining Useful Life (RUL)

Mine Production Assurance Program (MinePAP)
Considering the overall aim of CAMM2 project, which is the utilization
of the technological leadership for resource-efficient production of raw
materials, the current project would provide an applicable analysis tool for
production forecasting and uncertainty analysis in mines. The performed
case studies in two underground mines during the past period of project
(2018), reveals that the developed dynamic simulation model for mine
production analysis could adequately overcome some of old uncertainty
resources in mine management system and could provide decision support to enhance the production reliability in underground mines.
Based on the available data and assumed functions for input parameters,
the production behavior of one studied mine in whole life time was
forecasted using the developed system dynamic model. Figure 1 presents
the simulated production of the mine for coming years. As it’s seen in this
figure, the production rate of mine fluctuates in different years. This fluctuation is affected by mainly machinery fleet condition, which is modeled
by KPIs such as availability, failure rate and depreciation in developed
model. In Figure 2, represents the simulated difference between desired
and forecasted production of mine.

Figure 1. Results of system
dynamic modeling
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estima tion of

mi ning ma chinery

Figure 2. Difference between desired
mine production and actual forecasted
production

Mining industries use engineering prognostics for managing business risks resulted from unexpected failures of
equipment, and many researches have undertaken prognostic models development that can be used to predict
the remaining useful life of engineering assets.
In the subject of Prognostics Health Management
(PHM) of mining machineries, the research was continued to study, analyze, develop and find out the most appropriate prognostic models that can be used to predict
the remaining useful life (RUL) of mining machinery.
The artificial neural network was applied for the remaining useful life prediction of the mine train at the different operational conditions. For this purpose the initial
traveled distance, loco driver skill and also the maintenance quality were considered as the inputs of the ANN
for predicting the RUL of mine rail cars. The network
with architecture of one hidden layer with 12 neurons
as the best network for predicting the RUL of wheel set
subsystem of rail car was selected and applied.
The covariate-based models for RUL estimation was also
studied and applied in some cases. This method due to its
flexibility and simplicity is most widely used in the RUL
estimation. (Figure 3)

Figure 3. The best network architecture for RUL prediction
of the wheel set subsystem

Process Industry Energy
(Paper Industry) Research Area

Research Area

The Swedish paper industry must produce highquality products at a low cost to compete internationally.To achieve this, the maintenance of the
factory and the paper machines must be kept in
top operating condition to achieve high dependability. For this to occur must resources be used
efficiently.This not only includes adopting necessary condition monitoring technologies, it is especially important with a good maintenance strategy.

A feature of many renewable energy sources, such
as wind, solar and hydropower is that energy production depends heavily on weather conditions.This
includes maintenance planning and investment.The
energy sector is highly automated, with everything
coming online new maintenance opportunities are
now available. Modern and efficient maintenance of
hydropower facilities requires such a solution to collect, analyze and visualize information, and facilitate
decisions regarding necessary maintenance efforts.

Project Criticality Classification

of

Pap er Mill

A well-functioning maintenance organisation affects the bottom line. Since, an unplanned stop is a big expense, both in
terms of production losses and the resources required for the
damaged system. Therefore, a well-planned maintenance strategy is a high priority for the paper industry’s competitiveness.
Criticality classification is a method that defines what priority
each piece of equipment should have and what maintenance
strategy it should have. In this project, a Criticality Classification
Model was developed for the production facility, maintenance
strategy for purchasing, planning, and inventory management.
The results of the study showed that the plant’s production systems had a high availability, which hints that there are systems
were overly maintained. The solutions showed maintenance
activities could be optimised so that the personnel, with expert
knowledge, and condition monitoring, such as, vibration and
shock pulse measurement could be directed to specific critical
systems, thus, focusing resources based upon criticality

Project Advanced Analysis for Condition-b ased
Maintenance of Hydrop ower Plants
Current hydropower plants use data from periodic manual
inspections to determine a maintenance actions.Vattenfall
Hydropower is implementing a Condition-based Maintenance
strategy of power plants. The real-time measurement systems are
being implemented to prevent interference and interruption,
as well as control maintenance measures. The goal is to implement an automatic state-of-the-art condition-based maintenance
strategy based upon the real-time monitoring. This project
aims develop analytical methods and tools that can be used to
support CBM (Condition-Based Maintenance) for data-driven
decision-making processes in the operation and maintenance of
hydropower plants. With the purpose to facilitate and streamline
decisions in the various phases of the maintenance process such
as management, planning, preparation, implementation, evaluation, and improvement.

Manufacturing Research Area
ow
kn
in
ma
Do

The manufacturing sector is going through transformation with rapid
pace of digitalization and automation of manufacturing processes. There
is all round effort to ensure high level of reliability and availability of
production plant. Withy advent of Industry 4.0, there has been paradigm shift in manufacturing sector. Our manufacturing sector program
is focused on development of PHM approach to minimize LCC and
also finding optimal replacement/renewal times for the engineering
assets. Our effort is also on to
n develop a framework for data quality analytics, to facilitate correct
data driven decision in manufacturing plants
n Such frame work will facilitate easy and correct diagnostic,
prognostics and prescriptive solutions

led
ge

In order to be competitive in global market manufacturing companies are continuously looking for new
technologies and solution that will reduce their cost of manufacturing and
also the life Cycle Cost of the product or system manufactured.
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Road maintenance
Research Area

Sustainable road transports are dependent on smart and innovative solutions
to cope with an increase in the flow of goods while reducing the harmful effects
on the environment.
Increase in the capacity of existing transportation systems and lower energy use require better maintenance decision that is supported by online and integrated condition monitoring systems. Furthermore,
improved maintenance is necessary for the transportation of goods and people on the road to function
optimally in winter, spring, summer and autumn. The operation and maintenance research group at
LTU is engaged in the development of Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) solutions for the road
sector especially in the northern part of Sweden with high loading conditions (forestry, process, steel,
and mining industry).
A growing area of research is floating data that are extracted from in-vehicle sensors, measurement
applications on smartphone and fleet management systems. Once mined, the data can be used for
feature extraction, fault classification and prognostic modelling. These systems have the advantage to
collect data more frequently and it is possible to monitor asset condition anywhere and whenever it is
needed. High Capacity Transports (HCT) is one area of application of floating data. For heavy trucks
with gross weight above 60 tons, there is a need to increase the knowledge and the empirical basis
for evaluating the effects of increased gross weight axle load on road deterioration and maintenance.
In-vehicle measurement setup

Sensors

Road weather
forecasts

Data mining, feature
extraction and storage

Weather
database

Road CM
database

Data processing,
feature selection
Time-series
data

Weather stations

Asset and
operational data

Data
communication

PMS

Road condition
assessment and
prognostics

Maintenance data

Annual road survey
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Visualisation and
optimisation

Maintenance
planning

Sustainable
transportation
Luleå University of Technology (LTU) has identified nine areas of excellence in research
and innovation, 2014-2020. Professor Uday Kumar is the scientific director for the area
of Sustainable Transportation.
Luleå University of Technology plays a
leading role in Europe when it comes to
research related to roads and railway engineering, vehicle testing and engineering
of energy-efficient vehicles. Research and
innovative solutions in the field increase
the potential for a sustainable, dependable,
robust and safe transport system.
The sustainable transports of the future
will depend on smart and innovative solutions to deal with the increased volume
of passengers and goods and while at the
same time reduce the detrimental effects
of transport on the environment and
climate. In the future, there will be a need
for new solutions for better interoperability between different transport systems,
more effective and efficient maintenance,
lower energy use and increased capacity
for existing transport systems. All of this
addresses the future needs of communities
and enterprises. Transport of goods and
passengers should function equally well in
winter, spring, summer and autumn.
Research within Sustainable Transportation is focused on vehicle engineering,
maintenance systems, vehicle testing in

cold climates, road engineering and space
technology. The strongest niche lies in
railway engineering where a large part
of the research is financed through EU’s
framework programmes. In Sustainable
Transports, a unique research and implementation project titled “ePilot” works
towards improving punctuality and minimise disturbances in railway traffic by having better control of the condition of the
system and developing better maintenance
strategies. The project builds on industry
collaboration between the Luleå Railway
Research Center (JVTC) at Luleå
University of Technology and different
railway companies and entrepreneurs in
the field of maintenance in Sweden.
Another research area within Sustainable
Transports is winter road maintenance
where the focus is on the development
of new and innovative technologies for
measurement and reference measurements of friction and new systems for
controlling maintenance activities in
winter conditions. The work is conducted
in cooperation with the Norwegian and
Swedish Transport Administration, among
others.

The area has started to build up a unique
snow lab, ColdTech, to characterize
snow and snow properties. The researchers linked to the lab will develop four
different methods to characterize snow
structures.
The work of the Sustainable Transport has
also led to LTU being research responsible
for Trafikverket test station on E18 for the
development of future generations Winter
weather information systems (RWIS).
Sustainable Transports work for continued
development of strategic cooperation with
industry (eg GE,VOLVO, SCANIA) and
organizations (eg NASA -Ames Research
Center, San Francisco and Stanford University) to learn and build skills in selfpropelled vehicles with particular focus on
operating support as well as workshop for
mobility solutions with a particular focus
on integration between people, transport
systems and society.
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Aviation Research Area
Today’s highly advanced technological flying platforms, such
as aircraft, helicopters are characterized by a high degree of
integration, automation and complexity.
When dealing with such complex
aviation systems, it is critical for air
carriers to achieve high standards of
safety and reliable services, at lowest possible life cycle cost. This needs
to be supported through an effective
maintenance solution which ultimately can enhance the aircraft’s capability
to meet market demands at the lowest
possible cost. Hence, it is critical to
introduce a product lifecycle management (PLM) program for the fleet
throughout its whole lifecycle, where,
issues such as dynamic maintenance
program, spare part planning, fleet
management and phase-out program
arise.
Moreover, in today’s global business
scenarios, it is necessary to implement
an eMaintenance solution to provide
information services that support the
maintenance of complex technical
systems. In addition, when dealing
with such complex technical systems
with long life cycles, the management
of RAMS-related information is crucial to fulfill stringent dependability,
Life Support Cost (LSC) and safety
requirements. The aviation research
program is committed to enhance
the effectiveness of aircraft operability considering future demand and
service models.
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Some of the projects
within aviation
Aircraft Maintenance
Program Develop me nt
The purpose of this research program
is to develop decision support methodologies and tools for aircraft scheduled
maintenance program. The results will
facilitate decision making in maintenance
to achieved high level of safety and aircraft availability in cost effective way. The
aviation program is dedicated to RAMS,
data mining and information logistics in
aviation context.

eMaintenance

solutions for

effective decision-ma king in
ma intenance

This project aims to explore and describe
how the information logistics in support
of decision making can be established.
Data and information from the technical facilities that describe state and
state changes should be gathered and
presented so that decisions on necessary measures can be taken. The project
will further develop skills and expertise
in eMaintenance, at field scale in the
JAS Gripen, Saab Aerotech based on the
earlier case studies from Banverket and
Vattenfall Hydropower.

Efficient performance
based air vehicle
maintenance
To improve competitiveness of the
Swedish aerospace industry it has
become increasingly important to
ensure the availability and reliability of
analyses based on the heterogeneous
datasets that are generated during the
lifecycles of airborne platforms and
their support systems.This is a critical
capability when offering, contracting
and implementing performance-based
business solutions, such as PerformanceBased Logistics (PBL) and Contracted
Logistic Support (CLS).These business
solutions mean that supplier and customer relations are increasingly focused
on delivery of services at a fixed price
based on, and evaluated by, certain key
performance indicators (e.g. “Power by
the Hour”). Consequently, it is essential
that correct information can be quickly
and reliably extracted from the often
“noisy” and heterogeneous operational
data to enable continuous analysis as
decision-support for Operational Performance Monitoring (OPM) and Life
Cycle Management (LCM).
The goal of this project is to develop
methods and tools for data mining of
operational data and to improve and
streamline existing methods for followup and analysis of the aircraft system
and support systems throughout life cycles.The period of the project is 4 years
starting from 2013, and is sponsored by
Swedish National Aviation Research
Program (NFFP-6), SAAB Support and
Services, SAAB Aeronautics and Luleå
University of Technology.

Maintenance
Research Laboratries
Condition Based Maintenance LAB (CBM LAB)
CBM Lab is rapidly expanding facility for supporting researchers, PhD students and
basic education students regarding condition monitoring, experimental tests and
product development. The main focus is railway related research but also other types
of projects are supported. On-going research and development projects that are
supported are for instance:
Life time of rolling bearings with initital defects, using neural network
Point machinery for railway switches
n Machine component failure predictions
n Ultrasonic mesurements of near surface cracks on rails
n Top of rail lubrication
n Detecting missing railway fasteners
n
n

CBM Lab have access to advanced measurement devices such as ultrasonic equipment, devices for detecting missing railway fasteners, laser based rail profile measurement equipment, devices for measurement of vibrations, temperature, vertical position of rail, railway roughness, friction coefficients on rail, wear constants in railway
applications etc., etc.
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Digitalization of railway switches
CBM Lab has achieved a top modern Bombardier point
machine, ready for digitalization and smart algorithm
adaption to the future railway.

The railway switch is relocated to
Regnbågsallén
The railway switch at CBM Lab is now moved to a much more
central place at LTU, so that it can be visible by all students and visitors.

Bombardier Point machine

eMaintenance LAB
The eMaintenance LAB provides a
platform for research and education
in eMaintenance to enable enhanced
decision-making in maintenance through
digitalisation. The lab offers a set of
services which can be utilised at various
tiers, e.g. Infrastructure as a Services (IaaS),
Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software
as a Service (SaaS). The integrated services
can smoothly be adapted to the context
of different stakeholders, applications, and
industries. Today, the eMaintenance LAB
offers artefacts based on technologies,
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methodologies, and approaches such as
Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Big Data, Cloud computing, Edge
computing, and cyber security. The lab
supports research and innovation (R&I)
projects in aviation, mining, railway,
energy, and process industry. To support a
wide range of R&I projects and initiatives,
the lab provides a combination of physical
and virtual sites. Today, the physical sites
of eMaintenance LAB, are located at the
University in Luleå and in close collaboration with LKAB (the Swedish mining
company), in Kiruna. These sites are designed and developed to facilitate hands-

on experiences in eMaintenance research
and innovation. The services provided by
the lab are utilised in research, education,
and innovation within operation and
maintenance. Furthermore, eMaintenance
LAB is used to encourage and strengthen
the cooperation and collaboration between industrial and academia partners.
eMaintenance LAB services are currently
empowering a large number of national
and international research projects. This
includes industry and research partners
from Slovenian, Spain, Italy, Germany,
Norway, Finland, and USA.

COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH CENTERS
Luleå Railway Research Center (JVTC), www.ltu.se/centres/jvtc
Järnvägstekniskt centrum (JVTC) is a collaborative research center at Luleå University of Technology
(LTU). It was established in 1998 and has built up a research program adopting a distinctive multidisciplinary approach to meet short term and long term challenges faced by the operation and maintenance
engineers of the railway sector. The main purpose of the center is to coordinate the railway research at
different departments, at LTU and to facilitate the contacts between researchers, companies and the
railway sector in general. Through international collaboration with other centers, institutions, universities
and companies, a platform has been built for the development of an efficient and environmental friendly
railway transport system. The strategic focus of JVTC is to develop methods, models, methodologies and
technology to make the railway sector competitive and a sustainable mode of transportation through
industry sponsored research and innovation. The center has built up world class competence in the following four research programmes: i) Condition Monitoring and Condition Based Maintenance, ii) RAMS4,
iii) Asset Management, Risk and Human Factors and iv) eMaintenance. These programmes bring
strategic focus to some critical research topics, which have considerable impact on the performance of
railway systems. The center has also established Testbed Railway as a living lab test facility. The center
is currently headed by Prof. Uday Kumar and funded by industry. Today, JVTC has 16 active members.

Center for Maintenance and Industrial Services (CMIS)
www.ltu.se/centres/cmis
CMIS is a collaborative platform initiated by Luleå University of Technology in close cooperation with
industrial partners. The business goal of CMIS is to conduct coordinated competence development,
applied research and development work focusing on new technology, organization and financial
issues to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of plant, installations, industrial services and
products. CMIS undertook various activities to promote dialogue and interaction in an effort to understand the engineering support requirements of industry. During the year CMIS organised many
seminars and workshops for this purpose. Leading professors and expert from Canada, Australia,
and India delivered interactive lectures for the benefit of our industrial partners. Open-dialogue
on various industrial issues and challenges was undertaken in the workshops, followed by the
seminars, which provided an opportunity to understand the industrial perspective for initiating joint
research projects. Today, CMIS has more than
8 industrial partners.

SKF University Technology Center (UTC) for Advanced Condition
Monitoring www.ltu.se/centres/o/SKF-LTU-University-Technology-Centre
The UTC is a collaboration between SKF and three divisions at Luleå University of Technology; Operation & Maintenance Engineering, Machine elements and EISLAB. The idea of SKF-LTU University
Technology Center is to develop advanced concepts for condition monitoring of smart machinery
equipment. The vision is the “thinking machine” where bearing and systems has moved from being
passive to being active and independent, this to enable machines to reconfigure themselves in a
smart way during operation and thereby preventing costly downtime. The center is governed by a
framework agreement between the university and SKF which lasts for an initial period of five years.
The funding from SKF supports day-to-day operation of the Center and a number of PhD researchers who work on projects under the UTC umbrella. The main focus of our group within the centre is
to develop hybrid models for predicting Remaining Useful Life of bearings or other assets.
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RESEARCH COLLABORATION

International
Networking
To strengthen research and education and their quality, a strong
network with all related active research groups, nationally and
internationally is essential. Keeping this in view, we have created
formal and informal networking and collaboration with research
groups with universities and industries outside Sweden.The
Universities and Research Institutes are: Aalto University, Finland;
Birmingham University, UK; Central Queensland University at
Gladstone, Australia; Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bombay
and Kharagpur, India; Queensland University of Technology,
Brisbane, Australia;Tromsö University, Norway; University of
Cincinnati, USA; University of Queensland, Australia; University of Stavanger, Norway;VTT, Helsinki, Finland; University of
Valencia, Spain, China (Beijing Jiaotong University,Tsinghua
University, Beihang University, Hongkong City Uniersity), UK
(HUD, etc.),The Netherland(Delft), Spain (UPM).The Industries
are: Airbus, France; ALSTOM Transport, France; ABB, Sweden;
ProRail, LKAB; Boliden AB; Saab Aerospace and Trafikverket,
Sweden. Our Division is one of the initiating members of the
European Research Network on Strategic Engineering Asset
Management (EURENSEAM) and involved with European
National Maintenance Society (EFNMS).

Center for Intelligent Maintenance System
(IMS)
The Division of Operation & maintenance Engineering is
having close collaboration in maintenance area with
the Center for Intelligent Maintenance Systems
at University of Cincinnati, USA.
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In order to strengthen the collaboration, University of Cincinnati
has invited and appointed Prof. Uday Kumar as a Guest Professor. Professor Jay Lee, Director IMS is also appointed as a visiting
Guest Professor at the Division of Operation & Maintenance
Engineering, Luleå University.

Beijing Jiaotong University (BJTU), China
In November 2016, our department/division strengthens
cooperation with BJTU through signing the MoU agreement.
Professor Uday Kumar is appointed as Honored Professor in
BJTU. He is also be selected as a vice director of a 111 project
in BJTU founded by China government.

Tsinghua University, Beijing
A joint project within Railway between our division and
Tsinghua University started August 2017.

CISB
CISB, Swedish-Brazil Research and Innovation Centre is a
private non-profit association that acts an international hub to
promote dialogue and offer a prosperous collaboration environment between Sweden and Brazil. The centre wishes to create
fertile ground to promote intense collaboration, leveraging
and integrating what is best from all parts involved, which
represent international companies, small and medium
businesses, government, research institutes,
and universities mainly in Sweden and
Brazil.

Järnvägstekniskt centrum (JVTC) is a collaborative research center at Luleå University of Technology
(LTU). It was established in 1998 and has for the last 23 years built up a research program adopting
a distinctive multidisciplinary approach to meet short term and long term challenges faced by the operation and maintenance engineers of the railway sector.
The main purpose of the center is to
coordinate the railway research at different departments, at LTU and to facilitate
the contacts between researchers, companies and the railway sector in general.
Through international collaboration with
other centers, institutions, universities
and companies, a platform has been built
for the development of an efficient and
environmentally friendly railway transport
system. The strategic focus of JVTC is to
develop methods, models, methodologies
and technology to make the railway sector
competitive and a sustainable mode of
transportation through industry sponsored
research and innovation.
Through research and involvement in the
innovation process, JVTC contributes to
the railway industry with better concepts,
tools and methods. What is unique about
JVTC is the location, the research stations
that provides access to data, the eMaintenanceLAB and the Condition Based
Maintenance LAB. The expertise of the
researchers at JVTC includes the entire
maintenance process, with emphasis on
RAMS (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, and Safety), LCC (Life Cycle Cost),
risk, maintenance limits, eMaintenance and

the development of maintenance strategies
where methods like RAMS and LCC are
interwoven applicable to a whole. Other
areas of expertise are integration between
data sources, analysis, maintenance history,
management, and procurement. Recently
focus has been brought to develop transformative technologies, tools and solutions
for maintenance of railway systems. In this
respect, many projects are initiated in the
areas of digital transformation of maintenance and AI, Big Data, Machine Learning
etc. The center has also established Testbed
Railway as a living lab test facility. The
center is currently headed by Prof. Uday
Kumar and funded by the railway industry.
Today, JVTC has 14 active members.

JVTC Achievements 2020:
33 ongoing research projects
12 active PhD candidates
n 2 new PhD
n 6 master/bachelor thesis
n 17 journal publications within railway
n 3 technical reports within railway
n 3 related books or chapters in books
n Participation in 5 European projects
n B
 uilding an AI Factory for Railway
financed by Vinnova
n C
 ontinuous operation of Testbed for
Railway
n A
 warded a place on the IVA 100 list of
successful projects through the ePilot
n
n

JVTC Members
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ePilot
ePilot provides a collaboration platform for the development of solutions for maintenance decisionmaking.The platform is based on the needs and requirements from various stakeholders, in order to
enable and transform the Swedish fragmented railway industry to an integrated system. Projects within
the platform contributes to an improved punctuality and minimized disruption in railway system and
an insurance of improved accessibility and increased quality together with more efficient maintenance.
ePilot provides a collaboration platform
for the development of solutions for
maintenance decision-making. The platform is based on the needs and requirements from various stakeholders, in order
to enable and transform the Swedish fragmented railway industry to an integrated
system. Projects within the platform contributes to an improved punctuality and
minimized disruption in railway system
and an insurance of improved accessibility
and increased quality together with more
efficient maintenance.
ePilot has been initiated and developed in
close collaboration between Trafikverket,
Luleå University of Technology (LTU),
and a large number of stakeholders from
the railway industry. The concept of ePilot
was developed by the Luleå Railway
Research Center (JVTC) at LTU as a
result from more than 20 years of research,
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innovation, and implementation in operation and maintenance of railway.
Our mission is to provide a collaborative
innovation platform enabling operational
excellence for the railway ecosystem
through eMaintenance and Industrial AI.
Our vision is to enable a robust, resilient,
reliable, and digitalised railway system in
Sweden that is attractive, safe and efficient.
Our goal is to incorporate relevant research and development findings into the
railway system, thereby contributing to
greater reliability, punctuality, and sustainability in railway, and also greater costefficiency in operation and maintenance.

n

n

n

n

n

Achieved impacts
n

e Pilot has contributed to greater collaboration where 51 stakeholders have
actively participated

n

e Pilot has established a national platform
for the retrieval, storage, integration and
analysis of condition and operational
data
e Pilot has created a neutral innovation
platform
e Pilot has established a process-oriented,
cross sectoral working method between
organisations
e Pilot has created a greater understanding of the challenges and opportunities that affect the implementation of
innovations
e Pilot has increased the industry maturity regarding the opportunities inherent
in eMaintenance
e Pilot expect the upshifting of the
invested funds to continuously
increase

n

n

n

n

e Pilot collaboration has generated 105
ideas resulting in 38 conducted sub
projects
e Pilot won the Strukton Innovation
Award 2017
e Pilot has been selected to the The
Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering
Sciences (IVA) top hundred list 2020
e Pilot contributes to the achievement of
the following impacts by utilisation of
digital technologies and Industrial AI in
operation and maintenance:
- Improved robustness and punctuality
in the railway transport system.
- Greater cost-efficiency of operation
and maintenance.

n

e Pilot is unique due to the successful collaboration environment and has
gained interest in Europe, South Africa
and Australia.

Between 2013-2020, ePilot received 105
ideas for improvements where 38 of these
have been approved and demonstrated in
sub projects.
The sub projects can be related to different topics such as:
n

T
 rack maintenance

n

V
 ehicle maintenance

n

D
 ecision support

n

D
 igitalisation

n

e Maintenance

n

I nformation logistics

n

I ndustrial AI

n

n

P
 rognostics and health management
(PHM)
A
 ugmented reality (AR) /
Virtual reality (VR)

n

C
 omputer vision

n

e Collaboration

n

e Change Management

n

e Governance

n

B
 usiness models

n

C
 ost benefit analysis models

n

T
 est and verification of innovations

ePilot has also contributed to a large
number of ongoing works, initiatives
and projects within Trafikverket and the
industry, including: Shift2Rail, H2020,
Horizon Europe, Asset data (ANDA),
Maintenance system (GUS) and Bana
Väg För Framtiden (BVFF).
The ePilot executive team at JVTC:
Veronica Jägare, Project Leader, Ramin Karim,
eMaintenance & Industrial AI Leader; Ulla Juntti,
Process Leader and Railway Expert; Cecilia
Glover, Financial Controller and Alexandra
Lund Cipolla, Administrative coordinator.
ePilot homepage:
https://www.ltu.se/research/subjects/
Drift-och-underhall/Forskningsprojekt/ePilot

ePilot on the Royal Swedish Academy
of Engineering Science 100 list
The Royal Swedish Science Academy
(IVA) 100 list sheds light on current
research, and makes it easier for researchers and companies to find each other
and together create innovation and new
business opportunities.
IVA’s 100 list 2020 was looking for
research with bearing on sustainability,
within technical and economic sciences,
which can create value for business or society in the form of knowledge, processes,
products and business.
ePilot is included in IVA’s 100 list with
the description:
ePilot is an innovation platform that
enables the creation of innovations for
the rail ecosystem within eMaintenance
and Industrial AI. Research within ePilot
has resulted in a framework that facilitates
digitalization by meeting the specific
features of digitalisation. The framework´s
main pillars consist of: eGovernance,
eChange Management and eCollaboration. Our research creates prerequisites for
implementing AI-based tools to optimise
the operation and maintenance of the
railway system. ePilot facilitates change
towards one digitalised railway.

ePilot collaboration partners
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CMIS

– with focus on Operation and Maintenance
The Center for Maintence and Industrial Service, CMIS, at Luleå University of Technology will
promote and establish close collaboration between the university and external parties in business
and the public sector.
CMIS at Luleå University of Technology is a virtual organisational
structure to promote and establish close collaboration between
the university and external parties in business and the public sector. The purpose is to develop and utilize expertise in operations
and maintenance through research or innovation projects. CMIS
strengthens the university's role as a resource for the outside world.
External parties participate in the work on problem formulations
and project descriptions. External parties can contribute resources
to project financing. CMIS can also be a platform for seeking
research funding where collaboration with external parties exists.
Furthermore, external parties can participate in projects with
their own work. The activities within CMIS must include both
academic depth and academic breadth. Preferably, several subjects
within the university or from other universities / colleges should
be included in the center's activities. The external parties that will
be part of a center formation should create good conditions for
quality and breadth of operations.

CMIS's business model is based on four cornerstones:

 ooperation & collaboration - CMIS provides a national
C
and international platform for conducting research and development in Operations and Maintenance
n  Research & innovation - CMIS conceptualises, initiates and
implements research and innovation projects and activities in
the area of Operation and Maintenance. Together these projects
brings research and industry benefits that create added value
and innovation.
n
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n

 ducation - CMIS conceptualises, initiates and conducts
E
competence enhancing activities such as academic courses and
graduate programs in the field of Operations and Maintenance
and also offers members the opportunity for degree work and
internships via LTU's students.

n

 Knowledge dissemination - CMIS conceptualizes, initiates
and conducts activities and contributes to knowledge dissemination and provision of expertise through doctoral dissertations, scientific and popular science publications, workshops,
conferences, congresses, webinars, etc., in the field of Operations and Maintenance technology.

Goal
Our goal is to create a leading, competitive national and international and collaborative platform for research, development and
innovation in Operations and Maintenance.

Vision
Our vision is to make Swedish industry a world leader in the
development of products and services with a focus on sustainable
Operation and Maintenance

AI Factory
A platform for data sharing and analytics
AIF/R’s goal is to create value for its stakeholders via establishment of a reliable and resilient platform for data
sharing and analytics.The platform consists of a set of services and governing structures, which enables railway
stakeholders, nationally and internationally, to provide and consume data and services securely.
The ongoing digitalisation and implementation of AI-technologies
in railway is highly dependent on availability and accessibility of data
for a geographically distributed system. AIF/R is facilitating this by
providing a platform for data sharing. AIF/R is a set of smart cloud/
edge-based data services that are aimed to accelerate digitalisation in
railway. AIF/R’s services provide capabilities such as acquisition, integration, transformation, and processing of railway related data across
endpoints, e.g. authorities, industries, academia, and SME:s. AIF/R’s
integrated services can be invoked on-premises or in multiple cloudbased environments. AIF/R architecture is built on loosely coupled
storage and computing services.

knowledge discovery. Furthermore, AIF/R will enable integration
with other AI environments such as ‘AI Innovation Sweden’ and initiatives within existing ‘H2020’framework and the future framework
of ‘Horizon Europe’.

AIF/R provides digital pipelines between data providers and data
consumers, as illustrated. Each pipeline represents a set of orchestrated activities aimed to extract, transfer, load, and process datasets
between the provider and the consumer. AIF/R’s pipelines are configurable entities, which can utilise a palette of technologies for e.g.
communication, storage, and processing, to enable context-adaptability and fulfil the users’ requirements. Selection of appropriate
technologies for each pipeline will be based on the context specific
requirements such as requirements on scalability, authentication, and
authorisation. It is believed that a generic data factory for railway
should be hosted as a neutral open platform, which is governed by a
body with focus on research and innovation.

n

AIF/R will provide railway stakeholders, nationally and internally,
with cloud/edgebased services and supporting governance processes
that can be used to access various type of datasets. AIF/R will also
provide a cyber-security platform including authentication mechanisms at various levels. Cyber security platform of AIF/R will manage access to data based on data openness characteristic, such as 1)
fully open data (requires no authentication); semi-open data (requires
weak authentication), and noopen data (strong authentication).
Furthermore, the data services in AIF/R provide various Application Programming interfaces (API) to facilitate dynamic and context
based integration between back-ends and front-ends services. Some
examples of these are Logic Apps, Services Bus, Event Grid, REST
etc.
AIF/R will also provide computing capabilities for AI, beside capabilities for storage, networking, and communication. These capabilities are materialised in a set of interconnected and loosely coupled
services, which be orchestrated dynamically to adapt to various contexts. The overarching architecture of AIF/R is illustrated. AIF/R’s
services will fulfil stakeholders’ requirements on data access and on

AIF/R will artefact, which relies on four main pillars:
n

n

n

A
 technology platform (AI Factory) - AIF/R’s technology platform is a service-oriented scalable environment for enabling capabilities for information logistics, including services data acquisition,
data filtering, data quality, data transformation, cyber security, data
processing, and visualisation.
A
 digital governance platform (eGovernance) – AIF/R’s eGovernance platform deals with all activities necessary to enable governance of digital assets in a heterogeneous technology environment
with a large number of stakeholder.
A
 communication platform – AIF/R’s communication platform
will support and facilitate the achievement of the overall goals.
Communications will be built on scientific results, which will be
reviewed. A major outlet for communication is the research community, in which articles in peer-reviewed journals will be of high
importance.
A
 coordinating platform – AIFF/R’s coordnitating platform is
built upon an agile mind-set with related tools, to facilitate collaboration between stakeholders and also to increase the efficiency
of AIF/R’s DevOps (development and Operations) processes

Researchers: Ramin Karim (PL), Miguel Castano,Veronica Jägare,
Jaya Kumari,Yang Zhu, Amit Patwardhan, Diego Galar
Sponsor: Vinnova, JVTC, Trafikverket, Association of Swedish Train
Operating Companies, Infranord, Norrtåg, Alstom, Bombardier,
Damill, Omicold, Sweco, Transitio

AIF/R’s main pillars
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Doctorate
Degree Awardees
Prasanna Illankoon
Title: Soft Issues of Industry 4.0: A study on human-machine interactions
Engineering systems are becoming advanced and intelligent. It is common that humans lose
their situation awareness, when they are not actively interacting with the system . The aim
of this thesis is to explore and describe the human abilities to develop situation awareness of
the changing situations of engineering systems in order to facilitate maintenance and to make
recommendations to improve Situation Awareness about intelligent maintenance systems.
The thesis work tested five systematic methodologies to find suitable interventions to fulfil
the situation awareness requirements using case studies in the manufacturing, aviation, and
railway industries. The data were collected using interviews, observations, focus groups,
and archival records. Those were analysed using qualitative content analysis, cognitive task
analysis, and case taxonomic analysis.
This work resulted in the identification of situation awareness requirements for maintenance
and strategies to maintain situation awareness. A new theoretical model for decision support
(Distributed Collaborative Awareness Model) was developed showing that collaboration of the
strengths of intelligent systems and human cognition is necessary.

Ravdeep Kour
Thesis Title: Cybersecurity in Railway: A Framework for Improvement
of Digital Asset Security
Abstract:
In the digitalised railway, however, cybersecurity is essential to achieve overall system dependability. Lack of cybersecurity has negative consequences, including reputational damage, heavy
costs, service unavailability and risk to the safety of employees and passengers. Open access
data indicates that many railway organisations focus on detecting security threats with less emphasis on forecasting them. To prepare in advance for cyberattacks, it is essential that Information Technology (IT) and Operational Technology (OT) are continually updated to enable security
analytics approach. This approach will help railways to establish proactive security measures to
quickly predict and prevent cyberattacks. Therefore, there is a need to develop a generic cybersecurity framework for digitalised railways to facilitate proactive cybersecurity and threat intelligence sharing within the railways. The proposed Cybersecurity Information Delivery Framework
integrates existing models, technologies, and standards to minimise the risks of cyberattacks
in the railway. The framework uses different layers of Open System Architecture for ConditionBased Maintenance (OSA-CBM) in the context of cybersecurity to deliver threat intelligence. The
framework implements an extended Cyber Kill Chain (CKC) and an Industrial Control System
(ICS) Kill Chain to detect cyberattacks. The framework also incorporates the proposed Railway
Defender Kill Chain (RDKC) to enable proactive cybersecurity. The proposed framework enhances
cybersecurity maturity level and delivers threat intelligence to enable proactive cybersecurity to
improve information assurance in the railway.
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PhD students

graduated from Division of Operation and Maintenance Engineering
– Luleå University of Technology – 2005-2020
Behzad Ghodrati – 2005

Alireza Ahmadi – 2010

Matthias Asplund – 2016

Peter Söderholm – 2005

Yuan Fuqing – 2011

Urko Leturiondo – 2016

Aditya Parida – 2006

Rajiv Dandotiya – 2012

Liangwei Zhang – 2017

Mattias Holmgren – 2006

Andi Wijaya – 2012

Amol Lanke – 2017

Javad Barabady – 2007

Adithya Thaduri – 2013

Anna Malou Petersson – 2017

Ulla Juntti – 2007

Iman Arastehkhouy – 2013

Jan Block – 2017

Birre Nyström – 2008

Anna Gustafson – 2013

Madhav Mishra – 2018

Saurabh Kumar – 2008

Mikael Palo – 2014

Juhamatti Saari – 2018

Thomas Åhren – 2008

Christer Stenström – 2014

Saad Ahmed Khan – 2019

Rikard Granström – 2008

Hussan Hamodi – 2014

Esi Saari – 2019

Ramin Karim – 2008

Omar Mohammed – 2015

Iman Soleimanmeigouni – 2019

Stefan Niska – 2008

Yaser Mahmood – 2015

Yamur Aldouri – 2019

Ambika Patra – 2009

Stephen Mayowa Famurewa – 2015

Mike Gerdes – 2019

Olov Candell – 2009

Amparo Morant Estevan – 2015

Prasanna Illankoon – 2020

Arne Nissen – 2009

Mustafa Al-Jumaili – 2016

Ravdeep Kour - 2020
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EU RESEARCH PROJECTS 2020
JVTC researchers have participated in five H2020
projects within Shift2Rail during 2020:
IN2SMART II, IN2TRACK II, FR8RAIL II,
FR8RAIL III, and ARINKA (Kolarctic).The
descriptions of the European projects are given below.

IN2SMART II - Intelligent Innovative Smart Maintenance of
Assets by integRated Technologies 2
Project Leader: Hitachi Ansaldo STS (LTU is a 3rd linked party to TRV)
Researchers: Matti Rantatalo, Alireza Ahmadi, Ramin Karim, Adithya Thaduri, Iman Soleimanmeigouni, Johan Odelius, Praneeth Chandran, Elahe
Talebiahooie, Mahdi Khosravi, Hamid Khajehei, Jaya Kumari

This will support the process of track geometry maintenance planning
and scheduling by providing a picture of the track geometry condition, the
maintenance needs, and the available scenarios for maintenance planning
and scheduling. Figure 1 shows the basic building blocks of the decision
support tool.

Sponsors: EU, H2020, SHIFT2RAIL, Trafikverket
Goal: The main objective of WP14: Track maintenance decision support
tool for a Swedish heavy haul railway line (TRV is the lead) is to develop a
decision support tool for railway track maintenance. These objectives can
be divided into the following sub-objectives:
n To

collect, measure and detect the track status and precursors of track
degradation based on work IN2SMART

n To

integrate the prediction model of the behaviour of track degradation
for segments developed in IN2SMART with predictive models with the
possibility to including isolated defects
implement and adopt the integrated RAMS, LCC and Risk framework
for generating maintenance plans for maintenance schedules, previously
developed in IN2SMART

Figure 1: Design of the decision support tool

n To

n To

define specifications and requirements for an Integrated Maintenance
Decision Support Platform and to incorporate the human factor guidelines developed in IN2SMART

The WP is divided into the following subtasks:
n Task

14.1: Monitoring and inspection of track geometry and precursors

n Task

14.2: Diagnostics and Prognostics

n Task

14.3: Decision Support System

n Task

14.4: Demonstrator Development

Projects status and results: Deliverable D14.1 is the first output document of WP14. D14.1 describes specifications and requirements for the
decision support tool, data collection and methods of diagnosis, prognosis,
planning and scheduling. This includes the inputs, methods, and outputs of
track geometry degradation modelling as well as planning and scheduling of maintenance activities. In addition, it provides the readers with the
specification and features of the data, which will be used in the development of WP14. It should also be mentioned that this deliverable is linked to
the T14.4 “Demonstrator development”.
The decision support tool aims to employ data-driven methods to develop
an integrated platform to support effective track geometry maintenance
planning and scheduling. In order to achieve the aim of the decision
support tool, different functions and processes must be implemented in
the Integrated Maintenance Decision Support Platform (IMDSP). The main
parts of the decision support tool are (1) measurement and asset data
management, (2) analysis of current and future track geometry condition,
(3) maintenance planning and scheduling, and finally (4) demonstration.
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The main output of the IMDSP is the tamping schedule. Therefore, the demonstrator will provide a graphical view of the optimum tamping schedule with
the related information about the KPIs. This will show the users the time and
location for performing tamping activities. A schematic view of the information which will be visualized by the demonstrator is provided in figure 2.
Duration: 2019-2022

Figure 2 shows a preliminary sample presentation of the flow of the demonstrator.

FR8RAIL II and III - Smart data-based assets and efficient
rail freight operation

n

Specification of the intelligent wagon and development of the subsystems (WMS, CMS, wOBU, FTSMS) (T2.1 and T2.2)

Researchers: Matti Rantatalo (PL), Florian Thiery, Johan Odelius

n

Specification of the integration of the telematics (WMS, CMS, wOBU,
FTSMS) with the new wagon design including new wheels and axles
(WP1), with Automatic Coupler (WP1), with Access and Operation and
Novel Terminal, Hubs, Marshalling yards, Sidings (WP3) and with CBM
including target process, aggregation of wagon data and web-interface
for train data visualization. (T2.3).

n

Definition of demonstration activities and test scenarios (T2.4)

Sponsors: EU, H2020, SHIFT2RAIL, Trafikverket
Objective: The main aim of the FR8RAIL project is the development of
functional requirements for sustainable and attractive European rail freight.
Within the challenges highlighted in the IP5 part of the S2R Master Plan,
FR8RAIL II further focuses on improving the freight eco system by addressing various challenges: New automatic couplers (1), provided with electrical
and data transmission functionalities will massively improve the efficiency
of the train composition process, new telematics and electrification (2) will
enable Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) by collecting, transmitting and
using the necessary information while being supplied with the required
energy by means of an advanced energy management system. Improved
methods for annual and short-term timetable planning (3) will help traffic
operators increasing the overall capacity and raise punctuality and with
Real-time network management (4), integrating medium to short-term
and operational planning at yards/terminals and in the railway network,
inefficiencies will be further reduced or even eliminated. Future freight
wagon design (5) is a stream that will contribute in improving reliability of
the freight transport while increasing the payload per meter of train. The
latter one will be propelled by future main line electric freight locomotives featuring highly flexible freight propulsion (6) systems with reduced
operational costs. Furthermore, these new freight trains will be propelled by
more than one locomotive running with distributed power (7), thus allowing
long freight trains up to 1,500 m. Last but not least, focus is given to driver
advisory aystems that are connected (C-DAS) to the traffic management
systems (8), further enhancing capacity, improving punctuality and optimize
energy consumption of the railway system. Summarizing, FR8RAIL II
focuses on various facets of the freight eco system with one goal: overall
improvement and

Task 2.1: System analysis
(Leader: INDRA, contributors: AC2T, DB, CAF, CEIT, DLR, INDRA, PJM, SNCF,
TRV, ViF, Start M5, End M28)
Task 2.2: Development and validation of the subsytems
(Leader: DLR, contributors: AC2T, CAF, CEIT, DLR, INDRA, PJM, SNCF, TRV,
ViF, Start M13, End M24)
Task 2.3: Definition of integration of the system with other IP5 systems
(Leader: INDRA, contributors: AC2T, DB, CAF, Ceit, DLR, INDRA, PJM,
SNCF, TATRA, TRV, ViF Start M5, End M28)
Task 2.4: Demonstration plan
(Leader: SNCFCEIT, DB, contributors: AC2T, DB, CAF, CEIT, INDRA, PJM,
SNCF, TRV, ViF Start M5, End M28)
In the project, Luleå University of Technology acts as a linked third party
to Trafikverket. The task is to work with condition based and predictive
maintenance.
Duration: 2019-2022

The objective of the FR8RAIL II project is to further develop technologies
relevant for the rail freight sector to reach the goal highlighted in the S2R
Master Plan. The work partly bases on results achieved in the foregoing
projects of the AWP 2015-2017 (FFL4E, ARCC, FR8RAIL, FR8HUB) and
seeks to increase the TRL of the specific technologies.
WP2 Interoperable Wagon Intelligence
Freight Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) will be enabled by the intelligent wagon based on Telematics and Electrification. Based on the results
of FR8RAIL project the objectives of this work package are aligned towards
developing the wagon intelligence:
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EU RESEARCH PROJECTS 2020
IN2TRACK II - Research into Enhanced Track, Switches
and Structure 2
Researchers: Thomas Blanksvärd, Matti Rantatalo, Saad Ahmed Khan,
Johan Odelius, Taoufik Najeh, Johan Odelius, Cosmin Popescu, Björn
Täljsten, Lennart Elfgren
Sponsors: EU, H2020, SHIFT2RAIL, Trafikverket
Objective: Develop technologies for better assessment and performance
of existing railway structures.

ARINKA - Arctic Railway Infrastructure in Kolarctic
Researchers: Matti Rantatalo (PL), Amir Garmabaki, Mattias Holmgren,
Johan Odelius, Saad Ahmed Khan.
Sponsor/Grant: Kolactic
Objective: In the Kolarctic region, the railway plays an important role for
freight transport of minerals & ore, fish, grocery, paper and timber. Travel
with train in the Kolarctic region is also becoming increasingly popular
among commuters and tourists. Generally, in Europe and the Kolarctic
region, there is an expectation of a gradual increasing demand of transport
capacity on the railway network. The Kolarctic region provides extremely
challenging conditions for railway operation and maintenance. The ARINKA
project´s main objective is to increase railway capacity in the Kolarctic
region and to contribute to making railway network, operations and maintenance smarter, more sustainable and climate-proof.
Projects status and results: The ARINKA project aims to develop a crossborder railway research and develop collaboration between parties from
the different countries in the Kolarctic region. The main objective of the
ARINKA project is to make the railway (and transport) in Kolarctic more reliable, sustainable and climate-proof under arctic or cold climate conditions,
specifically by:
n

Building competences and exchange railway know-how and best
practice solutions to develop recommendations for upgrading existing
railways to be able to increase the transport capacity.

n

Improved, new and more cost-effective maintenance and railway
operations by giving recommendations on sensor and monitor setup for
railway in Kolarctic for more effective railway operations.

Duration: 2018-2021
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Switches and crossings (S&Cs), more commonly known as ‘turnouts’, are
vital components in railway networks, allowing trains to switch between
tracks. The EU-funded IN2TRACK2 project is working on three sub-projects
related to S&C, track system, and bridge and tunnel infrastructure. As
regards the S&C, it is devising a new system to boost railway performance. Researchers will also investigate track construction and study new
methods for repairing and maintaining bridge and tunnel infrastructure. The
project aims to reduce costs, increase safety, and improve railway transport
in Europe for passengers – making rail a reliable, punctual and economical
choice of transport.
Within the project JVTC has been involved in three different areas. The first
is related to RAMS analysis of rail grinding. Rail grinding is one of the large
cost drivers of railway maintenance and by adopting a RAMS perspective
to the maintenance process a more optimal grinding strategy could be
implemented. The second area is related to top-of-rail lubrication in the
context of wheel rail noise reduction. The work has mainly been focused on
the analysis of the spread distance of the friction modifier substance. This
to evaluate the possibility of lubricating larger areas with multiple tracks
like a shunting yard with a single lubrication unit. The third work deals with
the evaluation of bridge vibrations by the use of accelerometer measurements from in-service trains.
Duration: 2018-2022

RESEARCH PROJECTS
Predictive Analytics for Degrading
Infrastructure
Project leader: Ramin Karim
Researchers: Ravdeep Kour and Ramin Karim
Project Sponsors: JVTC and Trafikverket
Project period: 2017-2020
Goal: The goal of this research is to develop a
holistic cybersecurity framework for the railway
to enhance cybersecurity maturity and to deliver
threat intelligence for making effective decisions for
present and future cyber threats.
Project status and Results: Digitalisation has
brought many positive changes towards operation
and maintenance of railway system. Emerging
digital technologies facilitate the implementation of
enhanced eMaintenance solutions through the utilisation of distributed computing and artificial intelligence. Digital technology is expected to improve the
railway system’s sustainability, availability, reliability,
maintainability, capacity, safety, and security including cybersecurity. In the digitalised railway, however,
cybersecurity is essential to achieve overall system
dependability. The objective of this research is
develop a generic cybersecurity framework for

Train Based Differential Eddy
Current Sensor System for Rail
Fastener Detection
Project Leader: Matti Rantatalo
Researchers: Praneeth Chandran, Florian Thiery,
Stephen M Famurewa,Matti Rantatalo, Johan
Odelius, Uday Kumar, Jan Lundberg
Project Sponsor: Trafikverket/JVTC, INFRASWEDEN, IN2SMART
Project Period: 2017-2022
Goal : The main goal of this project is to develop a
train-based system for monitoring track defects and
rail track components by anomaly detection in the
modulated magnetic field, generated and measured
by a differential eddy current sensor.
In view of mobilisation and transportation of people
and commodity, rail transportation plays a significant role and it forms a major contributing factor in
economic and industrial development of a nation.
The railway infrastructure has a huge investment
and with approximately €15-25 billion per year
spent on railway asset maintenance, maintenance
managers are striving to cut maintenance costs
through effective condition based maintenance.
Often railway track issues are responsible for nearly
half of all delays to passenger, mainly due to the
downtime arising from railway track maintenance
and renewal of network. With the extension of
high-speed railway network, the major challenge
lies in reducing these operation and maintenance
costs while augmenting the capacity of the rail

digitalised railways to facilitate proactive cybersecurity and threat intelligence sharing within the
railways. Figure 1 shows Cybersecurity Information
Delivery Framework that integrates existing models,
technologies, and standards to enable proactive
cybersecurity in the railways. The framework maps
different layers of Open System Architecture for
Condition-Based Maintenance (OSA-CBM) in the

context of cybersecurity to deliver threat intelligence
(see Paper III). It implements an extended Cyber Kill
Chain (CKC) and Industrial Control System (ICS) kill
chain to detect cyberattacks. The framework also
incorporates proposed Railway Defender Kill Chain
(RDKC) that enables proactive cybersecurity, leading
to increased situation awareness capabilities even
ahead of time.

Figure 1. Cybersecurity Information Delivery Framework

network. In order to lower maintenance costs,
enhance safety and increase track capacity,
railroad companies are laying more emphasis on
substituting the current manual inspection process
with automatic inspection system for more efficient,
effective and objective inspections. Over the past
two decade machine vision has been gradually
adopted by the railway industry as a track inspection technology, however these automated visual
inspection techniques are relatively an expensive
technique to carry out and becomes a challenge
when, the rail and the fasteners is obscured due to
dust coverage, surface erosion, rusting or covered
under snow or other debris. Further, visual based
sensors are found difficult to mount and maintain
on an in-service trains as they are integrated in the
operation and effected by brightness fluctuation
and motion blurring during the travel. Therefore, an
effective and sophisticated alternative approach for
fastener inspection needs to be explored.

The main goal of this project is to develop a trainbased system for monitoring track defects and
rail track components by anomaly detection in the
modulated magnetic field, generated and measured
by a differential eddy current sensor. The following
figure depicts the field measurement carried out
using the sensor mounted on a Raildoc measurement car, to inspect the fastening system and the
output of the detection algorithm used to differentiate the healthy intact fastening system from that of
one and two clamp missing system.
The sensor was succeful to capture all the fastener
signature from the field measaurement. Signal processing techniques and feature extraction methods
were used to extract useful informations from the
raw signal. Machine learning technique with the aid
of classification algorithm was used to detect the
state of the fastening system. The algorithm was
succesful in differentiating faulty fasteners (one and
two clamp missing) and healthy fastening system.
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RESEARCH PROJECTS
A framework for implementing maintenance-related innovations and driving change in a digitalised railway
Project Leader: Veronica Jägare
Researchers: Veronica Jägare, Jan Lundberg
Project Sponsor/Grant: JVTC/Trafikverket
Project Period: 2014-2021
Goal: To develop a framework for implementing maintenance-related
innovations and driving change in a digitalised railway.
Projects status and results: Railway is experiencing a major technological transformation, triggered by the implementation of digital technology.

- Industrial AI for Prognostics and Health Management
of Railway
Project Leader: Ramin Karim
Researchers: Miguel Castano, Amit Patwardhan
Project Sponsor/Grant: JVTC
Project Period: 2019-09-01 to 2023-10-01
Goal: Operations and maintenance of railways infrastructure depends
upon cooperation and collaboration of multiple stakeholders. The entire
process requires communication of data generated, information extracted
and knowledge developed among various partners to facilitate the maintenance and operations of equipment, short term gains and long-term
improvements to the overall system.
Safety is one of the cornerstones of railways operations, in-order to
secure the facilities, equipment, and infrastructure from malicious or
non-malicious actors physical level security is required. As the systems
change and utilization of digital infrastructure the need for cyber security
increases every day.
Creation of a system which is secure with capability of transfer of data
while providing authenticity and integrity to the system becomes a key
requirement due to various stakeholders present for facilitation of operations and maintenance. Large amount of data is available with the stakeholders but lack of availability of data or even information of existence
of data among the stakeholders limits the utilization and improvements
possible within the overall system.
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This technological transformation affects not only the technical systems,
but also regulations, organisations, processes, and individuals. This
project will propose a framework for railway digitalisation based on a
holistic change management approach. The framework can be utilised in
a railway context to ensure risk control in digitalisation.
In order to contribute to a greater understanding of the challenges that
implementation of innovations within operation and maintenance of the
railway system offers, the factors affecting implementation has been
investigated and a knowledge based decision support model will be
provided, taking into account multiple stakeholders. An effective method
for evaluating maintenance-related innovations are being developed.

The operations and maintenance structure is created through overlapping
knowledge of the entire system and is shared among the stakeholders,
better mechanisms of sharing this data in a manner which is conducive
to the operations of these stakeholders is a key requirement.
This project works towards creation of a smart pipeline for data transfer,
this pipeline in addition to maintaining the integrity of the data also
supports application of triggers that would enable message generation
to indicate availability of latest data for the respective end user. It aims
to remove the decision-making process about sharing of data through
evaluation of ownership based on time and space.
Distributed ledgers developed on top of private blockchains enable
maintaining integrity and ownership of the data while smart contracts
enable processing and automate operations on the data available within
the ledger. Integration of distributed ledgers with enterprise support architectures allows creation of tools with potential for growth in the long term.
Projects status and results: Evaluation of available technology and
best methods of its application with support infrastructure has been
performed. Implementation of test systems to develop understanding of
requirements for development and design of the overall system is being
performed.
The system aims for best possible use of digital infrastructure incorporating the requirements of railways stakeholders while maintaining least
possible complexity for the end user. The system design aims to remove
the decision-making process involved in data sharing so as to maximize
sharing of data between the stake holders once the ownership and
authenticity of the contributing parties is established.

Intelligent Innovative Smart Maintenance of Assets by
integRated Technologies 2
Project Leader: Hitachi Ansaldo STS (LTU is a 3rd linked party to TRV)
Researchers: Matti Rantatalo, Alireza Ahmadi, Ramin Karim, Adithya Thaduri, Iman Soleimanmeigouni, Johan Odelius, Praneeth Chandran, Elahe
Talebiahooie, Mahdi Khosravi, Hamid Khajehei, Jaya Kumari
Project Sponsor/Grant: TRV/SHIFT2RAIL 10 MSEK
Project Period: 2019-12-01 to 2022-11-30
Goal:

planning and scheduling. In order to achieve the aim of the decision
support tool, different functions and processes must be implemented in
the Integrated Maintenance Decision Support Platform (IMDSP). The main
parts of the decision support tool are (1) measurement and asset data
management, (2) analysis of current and future track geometry condition,
(3) maintenance planning and scheduling, and finally (4) demonstration.
This will support the process of track geometry maintenance planning
and scheduling by providing a picture of the track geometry condition, the
maintenance needs, and the available scenarios for maintenance planning
and scheduling. Figure 1 shows the basic building blocks of the decision
support tool.

The main objective of WP14: Track maintenance decision support tool for
a Swedish heavy haul railway line (TRV is the lead) is to develop a decision support tool for railway track maintenance. These objectives can be
divided into the following sub-objectives:
n To

collect, measure and detect the track status and precursors of track
degradation based on work IN2SMART

n To

integrate the prediction model of the behaviour of track degradation
for segments developed in IN2SMART with predictive models with the
possibility to including isolated defects

n To

implement and adopt the integrated RAMS, LCC and Risk framework
for generating maintenance plans for maintenance schedules, previously developed in IN2SMART
define specifications and requirements for an Integrated Maintenance Decision Support Platform and to incorporate the human factor
guidelines developed in IN2SMART

Figure 1: Design of the decision support tool

n To

The WP is divided into the following subtasks:
n Task

14.1: Monitoring and inspection of track geometry and precursors

n Task

14.2: Diagnostics and Prognostics

n Task

14.3: Decision Support System

n Task

14.4: Demonstrator Development

The main output of the IMDSP is the tamping schedule. Therefore, the
demonstrator will provide a graphical view of the optimum tamping
schedule with the related information about the KPIs. This will show the
users the time and location for performing tamping activities. A schematic
view of the information which will be visualized by the demonstrator is
provided in figure 2.

Projects status and results:
Deliverable D14.1 is the first output document of WP14. D14.1 describes
specifications and requirements for the decision support tool, data collection and methods of diagnosis, prognosis, planning and scheduling. This
includes the inputs, methods, and outputs of track geometry degradation
modelling as well as planning and scheduling of maintenance activities.
In addition, it provides the readers with the specification and features of
the data which will be used in the development of WP14. It should also
be mentioned that this deliverable is linked to the T14.4 “Demonstrator
development”.
The decision support tool aims to employ data-driven methods to develop
an integrated platform to support effective track geometry maintenance

Figure 2 shows a preliminary sample presentation of
the flow of the demonstrator.
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RESEARCH PROJECTS
RAMS based rail grinding optimisation for mixed track
with heavy axle loads
Project leader: Matti Rantatalo
Researchers: Matti Rantatalo and Taoufik Najeh
Goal: The aim of this work is to increase the effectiveness of the
maintenance process of rails (grinding or milling) and hence increase the
operational capacity. The main objective of this work is to investigate the
possibility to use a RAMS concept for optimising the rail grinding strategy
of the Iron Ore Line. This includes work related to investigate the availability of RAMS related information used for maintenance optimisation,
mainly through RAMS specifications and requirements in maintenance
contracts and/or track status measurement campaigns. Investigations
into rail degradation in relation to maintenance activities will also be
conducted.
Projects status and results
Cumulative wear area over time
The cumulative amount of removed material for natural and artificial wear
over time (2008 to 2019) is presented in , Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure
6 for A-curves, B-curves and Tangent track respectively. In the figures, a
slightly lower slope of wear for each year could be seen during the years
2008 to 2010, compared to the other years. This could be seen especially for the A and B curves but also for the Tangent track (T06R, T04R,
T04L). Not all studied tangent track sections showed this behavior.
By scaling the accumulated wear (artificial & natural) by the MGT for
different years (see Figure 9, Figure 10) , the difference in slope between
the beginning of the test period (2008-2010) with the following years
2011-2019 is reduced. Hence the increasing slope after 2010 is correlating to the increasing MGT after 2010, from 2008 (app. 20 MGT) to
2010 (app. 30 MGT). By examining the scaled curves (Figure 8 Figure 9
Figure 10), a basic estimation of the wear rates can be generated. For Acurves, B-curves and Tangent track the mm2 /MGT slope indicates 4/3,
1/1 and 1/3 respectively.

Figure 4 A-Curves: Cumulative wear (natural and artificial) mm^2 of the high
rail (HR) over time

Figure 5 B-Curves: Cumulative wear (natural and artificial) mm^2 of the high rail
(HR) over time

Figure 6 Tangent track: Cumulative wear (natural and artificial) mm^2 of the
high rail (HR) over time

Figure 7 Relation between the natural and the artificial wear for the different
track segments (A, B and T)

Figure 7 shows the relation between the natural and artificial wear for
each A and B curve and the tangent track segments. For tangent tracks
the amount of artificial wear is more than three times larger than the
natural wear. For the curve segment, the amount of natural wear is similar to the artificial wear. This is especially evident for the A-curves.
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Cumulative natural and artificial wear area over cumulative MGT

Figure 8 A-Curves: Cumulative wear (natural and artificial) i mm^2 of the high
rail (HR) over MGT.

Figure 10 Tangent track: Cumulative wear (natural and artificial) i mm^2 of the
high rail (HR) over MGT. Dashed line shows a 1/3 regression line.

surface fatigue. This strategy was initially based on the observation of the
behaviour of worn rail profiles in a heavy haul environment and relating
this knowledge to crack propagation theory.
The major grinding project was launched in the northern part of Sweden
as a step in increasing axle loads to 30 tonnes without having any negative effect of 50 kg rail. Even after only a short time, measurable cost
savings for both infrastructure and traffic were seen.
Regular grinding has been implemented since 2006. The first two years
of the rail-grinding program, the total cost of grinding plus rail replacements was reduced by almost 40%.

Figure 9 B-Curves: Cumulative wear (natural and artificial) i mm^2 of the high
rail (HR) over MGT. Dashed line shows a 1/1 regression line, Dashed line shows a
4/3 regression line. Dashed line shows a 4/3 regression line

The progress achieved in rail grinding in Sweden has been the result
of combining practical field experience with intuitive ideas from railway
experts around the world. Up to present date, substantial improvement
has been made in the field of maintenance and ride comfort through
improving the grinding process and maintaining wheel-rail interface. Currently, Sweden follows a preventive rail grinding process, which is defined
as the best‐practice method of minimising surface defects such as rail

From 2007, most of the switches are ground to the target profile “MB1”.
On conventional tracks, the switches are ground to standard profile 60E1
or 50E3 with inclination 1:30.
Today, grinding on IOL is performed once a year on the southern loop and
twice a year on the northern loop, as it has more traffic. By introducing
two grinding campaigns, the grinding depth of the rails could be reduced
from 0.7 mm to 0.4 mm each year.
The current grinding process in Sweden removes the surface layer with
accumulated rolling contact fatigue. It means that the potential origins of
damages such as micro cracks, plastic deformation or accumulated high
strain on the running surface of the rail can be removed.
Currently, Trafikverket focuses on further optimising the grinding process
aand logistics issue to achieve magic wear and maximise productivity
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RESEARCH PROJECTS
Non-destructive Testing of Near-Surface
Defect in Railhead

n

Publications in journals
n

Project Leader: Jan Lundberg
Researchers: Rayendra Anandika, Jan Lundberg, Matti Rantatalo

n Anandika

R, Lundberg J, Christer S. “Phased array ultrasonic inspection of near surface cracks in railhead and its verification with rail
slicing” British Institute of Non-Destructive Testing (BINDT), UK. 2020.

Project Sponsor/Grant: Trafikverket/JVTC
Goal: To develop an inspection system that can deliver more information
about near-surface crack growth status to be a decision support for rail
track maintenance actions.

n Anandika

R. Christer S, Lundberg J, ”Non-destructive measurement
of artificial near-surface cracks for railhead inspection.” Insight British Institute of Non-Destructive Testing (BINDT), UK. 2019. ISSN
1354-2575, E-ISSN 1754-4904, Vol. 61, nr 7, s. 373-379.

Projects status and results:
Phased array ultrasonic testing (PAUT) has been successfully used to
detect near-surface crack in railhead. Crack profiles, crack tip depth and
crack length can be estimated with high accuracy, for instance the absolute error measurement of a crack with tip depth of 3.51 mm is 0.8-18%.
Along with this experiment, near-surface crack networks has been
revealed by slicing the cracked regions of the railhead into 0.65mm-thick
rail pieces. From the pieces, 3D crack images were reconstructed to observe how the cracks propagates and interact one to another. The images
were also used to verify the PAUT results.

n

	Conference publications
n Anandika

R. Lundberg J, Christer S. Ultrasonic phased array
measurement of near-surface cracks in the railhead.” Proceeding of
World Congress on Railway Research (WCRR) 2019, Tokyo, Japan.
Sparkrail.org.

n

	Participation in conferences
n World

Congress on Railway Research (WCRR) November 2019, at
Tokyo International Forum (TIF), Tokyo, Japan. Sparkrail.org.

n

From the pictures below, multilayer cracks can be seen. At the next step
of the research, this multilayer cracks will be analyze whether can be
detected and observed by PAUT or not.

a.

Under reviewed: Anandika R, Lundberg J, Dave H. “Inaccuracy of
eddy current inspection on investigating near-surface cracks characterization in railhead”.

Presented “Verification of Phased Array Ultrasonic and Eddy Current Measurements of Near-surface Cracks in Railheads with Rail
Slicing.” At Non-destructive conference (NDT) 2020 held by British
Institute of Non-destructive testing (BINDT), an online conference.

b.
Figure 1. 3D crack images of region 1 and 2 (the blue dash lines are the rail surface).
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Prognostic and Health Management for Rail
Transportation Equipment – Application studies on
maintenance strategies of EMU axle bearing and
collaborative maintenance management technologies
Project Leader: Uday Kumar
Researchers: Diego Galar, Janet Lin, etc.
Project Sponsor/Grant: CRRC-LTU research center
Project Period: 2018-2020
Goal: The axle bearing is one of the critical components of high/speed
train equipment. This project aims to extend the service life of EMU axle
bearing, and achieve the optimization of the maintenance strategy from
a lifecycle point of view through considering information from the train,
test rigs, physics models, and operation context under the framework of
Prescriptive Maintenance.

Design of Research on Ship e-Maintenance DemandOriented Condition-Based Maintenance and Scheduling
Decision Support
Project Leader: Uday Kumar
Researchers: Diego Galar, Janet Lin, etc.
Project Sponsor/Grant: CSSC-LTU Smart Maintenance Lab

Projects status: Completed.
Results: This project results include development of: 1) predictive maintenance of axle bearings; 2) collaborative maintenance management of
rolling stocks from intelligent cloud; 3) technical trainings. In particular:
The main methodologies in predictive maintenance of axle bearings
include diagnosis and prognostic, remaining useful life prediction, risk assessment, maintenance scheduling, digital twin models development, etc.
The main methodologies applied on collaborative maintenance management technologies in the project include: hybrid cloud for asset
management of rolling stocks maintenance; intelligent cloud for hybrid
cloud learning; collaborative management concept for rolling stocks
maintenance.
The industrial training program aims to further improve the application
level of operation and maintenance technologies through the trainings of
Maintenance Engineering, Advanced Reliability, Condition Monitoring and
CBM, Wear and Lubrication, PHM, e-Maintenance, etc.

provide optimized maintenance strategy decision support for the operation
of the engine under different contexts based on assessment and diagnosis
prediction results. Finally, as the demonstration system corresponds to
context-driven Prognostics and health management, it will provide effective
solutions for various problems: the high fault rate of the ship’s electromechanical equipment, the high maintenance cost, and the poor applicability of
the analytical model.
Most restrictive state
condition assessment

Project Period: 2019-2020
Goal: Marine medium-speed diesel engine, the core of the ship electromechanical system, works under complicated and variable working conditions
for a long time, is inevitably subject to various modes of failure, affecting the
normal operation of the diesel engine, which directly affects the efficient and
safe operation of the ship. This project aims to study the ability of contextdriven intelligent maintenance technology to perform Prognostics and health
management for a marine medium-speed diesel engine.
Projects status: Completed.
Results: This study makes full use of online condition monitoring information, equipment testing information, equipment physical model information,
and ship contextual information to study the status and performance change
mode of the diesel engine under different contexts, construct condition
monitoring and comprehensive status assessments, build comprehensive
diagnosis and performance prediction models under various contexts, and

Physics of failure
Accurate
diagnosis

Work Order/ CMMS

Maintenance
decision
making
RUL
estimation

Data driven methods
Most restrictive state
RUL estimation
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RESEARCH PROJECTS
AI-Human Collaboration for improved
Situation Awareness in the maintenance domain
Researchers: Prasanna Illankoon (PhD candidate), Uday Kumar,
Phillip Tretten (PL)
Sponsor: Trafikverket/JVTC
Duration: 2017-2020
Background: The use of intelligent systems has resulted in higher system reliability, a higher quality product, and reduced risk for human error.
One key aspect concerns the fact that human interaction has decreased
although has become more critical than before. Human intervention is
especially crucial when dealing with complex and safety critical systems,
where and when immediate interventions are required. However, with the
rise of intelligent systems, humans have lost their situation awareness
and a good situation awareness is needed in dynamic environments if
they are to intervene quickly and successfully.
Goal: The goal of this project is to explore the human abilities to develop
Situation Awareness of the changing situations of engineering systems in
order to facilitate maintenance and make recommendations to improve
Situation Awareness about intelligent maintenance systems. Project
answers three questions: What are the major information requirements
related to the task, human, and environment that influence a human’s
Situation Awareness during maintenance actions; What kinds of strategies do humans use to be aware of the necessary information for actions;
What are the most effective strategies to provide better Situation Awareness to facilitate maintenance of future engineering systems. The main

methodology used in the project is Cognitive Task Analysis. It involves
Semi structured interviews, participatory observations, focus groups and
case studies.
Project Status and Results: The project developed and tested five systematic methodologies to find suitable interventions to fulfil the situation
awareness requirements. Case studies focused on situation awareness
requirements during maintenance execution in manufacturing, aviation
and railways. Project resulted in the identification of seven key situation
awareness requirements for maintenance: detection of abnormalities;
diagnosing and predicting their behaviour; making changes in system
configuration; compliance with maintenance standards; conducting
effective maintenance judgements; maintenance teams; and for safe
maintenance work. Five strategies to maintain situation awareness were
identified: explicit knowledge status, sense making, recognition primed
decision making, skilled intuition, and heuristics. Project also showed why
intelligent maintenance systems will make it difficult for humans to use
most of these strategies to maintain situation awareness in future. Project
showed that in the maintenance domain, keeping humans in the loop
requires a novel collaborative approach where the collaboration of the
strengths of intelligent systems and human cognition is necessary. Finally,
a new theoretical model for decision support (Distributed Collaborative
Awareness Model) was developed. The study also shows how to apply the
model using Augmented Reality technologies in the industries including
the railway maintenance sector. The candidate successfully defended the
PhD at the end of the project.

Figure. New AR features to facilitate AI-Human collaboration.
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Mine Production Assurance Program (MINEPAP)
Project Leader: Behzad Ghodrati
Researchers: Behzad Ghodrati, Hadi Hosseinie
Project Sponsor/Grant: CAMM2
Project Period: 2016-2020
Goal: Mine production assurance via machinery RAMS analysis and system
dynamic approach
Projects status and results: Regarding the overall aim of CAMM2, which
is the utilization of the technological leadership for resource-efficient production of raw materials, the current project has focused on the applied analysis
tools as new concepts, which are called “Resilient Mining” and “Productionbased Reliability (PBR)”.
The “Resilient Mining” concept has accordingly been introduced and applied
in this project and reported as a tool of production assurance program (PAP)
implementation. PAP is a developed program in oil and gas industry and
selected as a core idea for this research to examine its adaptability and applicability in the mining sector.
Here, the resilience is defined as “the ability of a system to recover from
adversity, either back to its original state or an adjusted state based on new
requirements”. In mining production systems, the recovery rate of failed
machinery significantly affects the productivity and production rate. One of the
most applicable indexes to measure the recovery rate of engineering systems
is “resilience” which is defined based of the recovery potential of the systems
from the “down” to the “up” mode.

Figure 1. A correlation between production stress and failure frequency in a
mining machine Left) time between failures vs number of failures and right)
production between failures vs number of failures

In another case, the production stress, which is realized by high speed and
overloading of dump trucks causes many failures especially in the engine and
hydraulic system of hauling trucks. For example the loading quality analysis
(Figure 2) reveals that only 58 percent of the studied loadings are in acceptable level (good and excellent) and the others are harmful for truck health and
operation safety.

Furthermore, the “Production-based Reliability (PBR)” directly reflects the
effects of production stress on machine reliability. PBR is directly address the
utilization of the technological leadership for resource-efficient production of
raw materials, which is the overall aim of CAMM2.
During the research and literature review, it was found that the production
stress is one of the main actors in the failures of mining machinery in modern
mines, however, it has been disregarded in the past researches.
The production stress is dominant factor for instance in mining hauling
machinery such as trucks and also cutting machinery such as road headers,
continuous miners, drum shearer and plow. Therefore, implementing the
PBR concept could improve these machinery’s reliably and can enhance the
availability.
In this project a set of failure and maintenance data from a mining machine
in a mechanized mine, collected over two years, was applied for analysis
and model development. The data analysis (Figure 1) showed that by forcing
the machine to produce more materials per hour, the time between failures
decreases dramatically.

Average

Bad

Excellent

Good

Figure 2. Analysis of loading quality on the plan view of haul dump in the dump
trucks. Left) the standard loading profile, Center) the actual loading profile in
case study mine, Right) the frequency of loading quality classification

The conducted research and case studies reveal that the PBR concept could
be successfully implemented on mining machinery production assessment
and analysis especially in underground mines, which the operation and
production condition is usually stressful and involved with many production
uncertainties.
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RESEARCH PROJECTS
Automated time series anomaly detection and feature
selection for monitoring of roller element bearings
Project Leader: Matti Rantatalo
Researchers: Matti Rantatalo, Florian Thiery
Project Sponsor/Grant: SKF
Project Period: 2018 - 2020
Goal: Proposing a method to automatically identify bearing operation
state and degradation in industrial applications
Projects status and results: The evaluation of the degradation of large
bearings industrial applications is a difficult task due to the varying and
low rotating speed, unknown loads and noisy environmental conditions.
Moreover, few run-to-failure labelled data sets for bearings are available due to the slow degrading process. To help labelling recorded data,
unsupervised clustering algorithms can be used to disclose the different

stages of operation/degradation of the bearing. To select the most relevant features, a wrapper approach is used which combines the clustering
algorithms on randomly selected features together with Genetic Algorithm
optimization which is compared with traditional unsupervised feature
selection approaches such as Laplacian score. The selected Condition
Indicators are used as input to anomaly detection methods for detecting
new operational stages of the asset with streaming data. To automate
this state detection, a combination of autoencoders and density-based
algorithms is deployed to detect anomalies based on the reconstruction error of the feature vector. The main advantage of this method is to
obtain a single score for multivariate data and a feature ranking based
on the reconstruction score that can help experts labelling the data. In
the case of raised alarms for specific features related to outer ring faults,
signal processing techniques are also developed to obtain a quantitative
estimate of the size of the degradation zone.

Figure 1. Strategy for anomaly detection using semi-supervised algorithms for bearing fault detection

Figure 2. Anomaly score of the autoencoder model for the industrial bearing
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The digital railway switch- Digitalized railway switches
for the future

Fig. 3 shows that we successfully can monitor wear in relevant parts of the
switch

Project leader: Jan Lundberg
Researchers: Jan Lundberg and Taoufik Najeh
Project sponsor/grant: Formas (cash 2.5 million SEK), Bombardier,
Infranord, TRV (material & work valued to 2,5 million SEK)
Project period: 1 October 2019-1 October 2021
Goal: To investigate if and how it is in principle possible to, by measuring vibrations at the point machine and using AI, achieve an automatic
correlation between the vibration levels and degree of wear/ flaws anywhere on the turnout, so that this information can help TRV to perform
automatic preventive maintenance actions to increase punctuality and
traffic capacity. Also the aim is to build a prototype, showing that this is
possible.
Projects status and results: An experimental set up consisting of a
full scale railway switch with included point machine and a movable rail
wagon boogie has been build up by us and studied for a number of different relevant wear and flaws on the switch blades, support rail, middle
rail, and crossing. Also tamping error, wheel plates and trailing switch has
been studied. Although the speed of the wagon was less than 0, 8 m/s
it was possible to detect and separate level of the different type of wear
and flaws at most of the positions. These promising results is indicating
that the suggested measurement solution should be developed further
in additional projects, discussions are right now with Alstom, Vossloh,
Infranord and TRV. The resulting vibration data from the measurements
was also successfully used as input to neural network in order to create
automatic correlation between measured vibration features and the
degree of actual wear and flaws. The applied system developed in the
present study can also easily be assembled into a cheap and robust
device that ca be delivered by the manufacturing company of point
machinery, this type of system is also applied as patent proposal. Fig 1
shows the experimental set up

Fig. 1a Point machine with sensors

Fig. 3a Switch blade wear

Fig. 3c Middle rail wear

Fig. 3e Wheel plate wear

Fig. 3b Support rail wear

Fig. 3d Crossing arrow wear

Fig 3f Squat wear

Fig.4 shows example of spectrogram based on measured accelerations and
frequencies for two level of wear as inputs to the neural network as well as
promising AI results for wear of middle rail

Fig. 1b Test bogie with winch and electrical supply

Fig. 2 shows the artificial wear and flaws that was introduced in the test
switch

Fig.2a Switch blade wear

Fig.2d Crossing wear

Fig.2b Support rail wear

Fig.2e Wheel plates

Fig.2c Middle rail wear

Fig.2f Squats

Fig. 4. 192 Spektrograms and AI results for middle rail using algorithm Resnet
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RESEARCH PROJECTS
Simulation of ballast behavior
Project leader: Matti Rantatalo
Researchers: Elahe Talebiahooie
Project Sponsor/Grant: Trafikverket
Goal: proposing a physics based framework to predict ballast
degradation
Project status and results: Ballast layer has an important role in
transmission of stress from train passage on the rail to the formation and
its rate of degradation affects the derailment risk which is controlled with
maintenance of the track. This degradation is a function of parameters
such as properties of the ballast particles, weather condition, sub ballast,
subgrade and sub soil condition, loading condition which is a function of
speed of the train and the axle load and some other parameters. Both
the data driven methods and physics based methods used for prediction
of ballast degradation. In this project physics based method selected to
simulate ballast degradation.

Figure 2 2D model of the experiments performed in LTU after preloading
state with having zero bond breakage in the model

Finite element method has been widely used to model the ballast domain,
but with improves in the computational power, discrete element method
is becoming more popular. Ballast is a granular domain and with DEM
we can monitor micro-dynamics of the particles and non-homogeneous
domain properties such as stiffness, strain and damping ratio.
In this project, PFC software (Itasca Consulting Group, n.d.) used to
perform the simulations. In the first step the simulation results from previously published literature improved by changing the contact model from
Linear Parallel Bond to Hysteretic model and its parameters. A sensitivity
analyses showed us the applicability of 3 different damping formulations
that can be found in the PFC software in the simulation. The results from
this study soon to be published.

Figure 3 2D model of the experiments performed in LTU after 800 cycles
of loading which led to 7 broken bonds.

Figure 1 Comparison between the vertical settlement result from Hysteretic
contact model and results from simulations performed in (Chen et al. 2015) and
modified experimental data from (Indraratna, Hussaini, and Vinod 2013).

In order to improve the knowledge about the physical phenomena of
ballast degradation in terms of sleeper settlement and particle breakage, 3 tests ran in the Construction Lab of LTU with the same material,
particle size distribution and loading profile in order to be used for the
second set of simulations with PFC. In the experimental test the loading
frequency set on 8 HZ based on the apparatus characteristics and in
order to simulate the degradation during the 100,000 cycle of loading,
the 2D simulation chose to perform the parameter study and improve the
breakage simulation.
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Chen, Cheng, Buddhima Indraratna, Glenn McDowell, and Cholachat Rujikiatkamjorn. 2015. “Discrete Element Modelling of Lateral Displacement
of a Granular Assembly under Cyclic Loading.” Computers and Geotechnics 69: 474–84. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compgeo.2015.06.006.
Indraratna, Buddhima, Syed Khaja Karimullah Hussaini, and J. S. Vinod.
2013. “The Lateral Displacement Response of Geogrid-Reinforced Ballast under Cyclic Loading.” Geotextiles and Geomembranes. https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.geotexmem.2013.07.007.
Itasca Consulting Group, Inc. n.d. “PFC — Particle Flow Code,.
” Minneapolis: Itasca.

IN2TRACK II - Research into Enhanced Track,
Switches and Structure 2
Researchers: Thomas Blanksvärd, Matti Rantatalo, Saad Ahmed Khan,
Johan Odelius, Taoufik Najeh, Johan Odelius, Cosmin Popescu, Björn
Täljsten, Lennart Elfgren
Sponsors: EU, H2020, SHIFT2RAIL, Trafikverket
Objective: Develop technologies for better assessment and performance
of existing railway structures.
Switches and crossings (S&Cs), more commonly known as ‘turnouts’,
are vital components in railway networks, allowing trains to switch
between tracks. The EU-funded IN2TRACK2 project is working on
three sub-projects related to S&C, track system, and bridge and tunnel
infrastructure. As regards the S&C, it is devising a new system to boost
railway performance. Researchers will also investigate track construction
and study new methods for repairing and maintaining bridge and tunnel
infrastructure. The project aims to reduce costs, increase safety, and improve railway transport in Europe for passengers – making rail a reliable,
punctual and economical choice of transport.

Within the project JVTC has been involved in three different areas. The
first is related to RAMS analysis of rail grinding. Rail grinding is one of
the large cost drivers of railway maintenance and by adopting a RAMS
perspective to the maintenance process a more optimal grinding strategy
could be implemented. The second area is related to top-of-rail lubrication in the context of wheel rail noise reduction. The work has mainly
been focused on the analysis of the spread distance of the friction modifier substance. This to evaluate the possibility of lubricating larger areas
with multiple tracks like a shunting yard with a single lubrication unit.
The third work deals with the evaluation of bridge vibrations by the use of
accelerometer measurements from in-service trains.
Duration: 2018-2022

Improving Data Quality for LCC Prediction Using Cloud
Computing (IDQ4LCC)

Projects status and results: The following results have been achieved
for ongoing project based on the work packages

Project leader: Prof. Uday Kumar

n

Researchers: Hussan Hamodi

1. Tara mine in Ireland is selected for data from Long Hole Drilling
Machines-Epiroc Simba,

Project Sponsor: VINNOVA (Sweden’s Innovation Agency), Luleå University of Technology, Boliden Mineral AB, Epiroc Rock Drills AB

WP2

2. H
 istorical failure data were collected from MAXIMO CMMS,

Project Period: 2018-04-01 to 2021-06-30

3. Maintenance costs data were collected,

Project Goal:

4. Acquisition/ownership cost data were collected.

The aim of IDQfLCC project is to:

n

n

develop a framework for data quality analytics of MAXIMO database,
the framework covers three essential aspects: diagnostic, prediction
and prescription;

n

d evelop, validate and demonstrate an economic replacement time
(ERT) decision model in the mining environment;

n

b uild a generic software considering real operational parameters as a
prototype demonstration in mining operational environment.

The main stages of the project are illustrated in the figure below:

WP3

1. Operating costs were estimated from the actual operating time,
2. Data sorting & preparation was done,
3. Statistical analysis was done.
n

WP4

1. A framework for data quality analytics of MAXIMO database was
developed,
2. Report on possible solution for improving the quality of data was done,
3. Application tool for improving the quality of MAXIMO data was
developed.
n

WP5

1. L CC analysis and mathematical optimization model to estimate the ERT
was done.
2. S ensitivity analysis to estimate the ERT of new models and existing
production machinery was done.
3. R egression analysis was done to provide the project partners with
generic mathematical formula that can be used to estimate the ERT of
the new models of case study production machinery.
n

WP6

1. C
 reation of software demonstrator using graphical user interface (GUI)
was done.
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RESEARCH PROJECTS
Smart, data-based assets and efficient
rail freight operation
Project Leader: Matti Rantatalo
Researchers: Florian Thiery, Matti Rantatalo, Johan Odelius
Project Sponsor/Grant: Trafikverket
Project Period: 2019 - 2022
Goal: Examine the possibilities of moving from the existing reactive approaches to a more proactive approach for CBM using wayside monitoring systems
Projects status and results: Historically, wayside measurements systems for
railway vehicles has been focusing on detecting critical states of the vehicles
like failing axle-boxes and wheel-flats. These systems have been designed
in a reactive manner to examine the assets for conformity with respect to
important characteristics which could lead to damages of the infrastructure of
disturbance in the traffic. Hence, the systems are detecting wagons in an already faulty state which has implications on both the railway capacity and the
probability of inducing wear on the infrastructure. The main goal of this task is
to examine the possibility of moving from the existing reactive approaches to
a more proactive approach and hence support a CBM strategy for the vehicle,
with the aim of reducing the number of capacity consuming events and
the probability of introducing failures to the infrastructure. The output of the
system will be condition indicators related to dynamic aspects of the wheel/
rail interaction as well as information related to heat generating failure modes

of the braking system or axle-box. The purpose of the developed features is to
detect possible failures in an earlier stage as well as controlling the wayside
measurement quality to avoid false alarms, which also could be a reason for
railway capacity consumption. Moreover, the information extracted from the
wayside monitoring systems will be integrated to the Wagon-On Board Unit
(wOBU). The wOBU developed within the scope of Telematics and Electrification can be used as an access point to the freight train from the CBM to
collect all the information from the wagons with a common data model which
does not depend on a particular rolling stocks manufacturer, but may be
able to collect the data from different providers with the same structure and
data format standardized to be used by all the stakeholders. As a result, the
development of data transfer strategies is conducted using normal data communication solutions through the internet as well as utilizing low cost but low
bit rate communication solutions which will be tested during field tests.

Figure 1. Integration of wayside monitoring to wagon-On Board Unit

RAMS
Project Leader: Alireza Ahmadi
Researcher: Mahdi Khosravi
Project Sponsor/Grant: JVTC
Project Period: 2019-2023
Goal: The main aim of the project is to develop an approach which assist
track geometry maintenance decision making by improving the quality of
the measurement data and prediction of the degradation.
Projects status and results: One of the most important issues for the
railway infrastructure managers is keeping the RAMS parameters of
railway system within acceptable thresholds at lowest possible cost. Degradation of the track geometry parameters has negative consequences
on safety, availability, and travelling quality. Effective maintenance can be
employed to restore the track geometry parameters to their design values.
Reliable and complete track geometry data are the foundation to implement an efficient and effective maintenance planning and scheduling.
Generally, track geometry measurement data suffer from positional errors.
Therefore, collected track geometry measurements in different inspection runs need to be pre-processed before it is used to model geometry
degradation and implement a condition-based maintenance strategy.
Positioning the exact location of the measurement data needs a precise
estimation of the distance travelled by the measurement vehicle from
a milepost. In reality, the accuracy of travelled distance estimations is
affected by wear condition of the wheel, wheel slip and slide on the rail,
environment condition, and the calibration of the wheelset and the optical encoders equipped on the wheelset. These influential factors cause
stretching or compressing the measurement data with non-constant and
random distances between any two successive sampling points (see Fig
1). On the other hand, maintenance operation and track geometry degradation distorts the inspection measurement data. In this regard, accurate
alignment of the inspection measurement can reduce the positional error
and improve the quality of the measured data.
Therefore, there is a need to implement an alignment method that both
align the different inspection measurement data, precisely, and maintain
the original shape of the datasets. In addition, it is preferable that the
alignment method run fast with less memory.
The aim of this project is to evaluate the application of different alignment methods on the railway track geometry measurement data. In
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Fig 1. Non-constant shift between the measured data of two inspection runs

this research, the application of five alignment methods, i.e. Correlation
Optimized Warping (COW), Recursive Alignment by Fast Fourier Transform
(RAFFT), a combined method using RAFFT and COW, Dynamic Time
Warping, and Cross Correlation Function (CCF) is evaluated. The first three
methods divide the datasets into small segments and align the segments.
The other two methods consider the whole dataset for alignment. Based
on the achieved results, it seems COW, DTW, RAFFT, and combined
method can align datasets when one of them is stretched or compressed
with respect to the others. In addition, the results showed that CCF is usable when there is a fix shift between different datasets and is inefficient
when one dataset is stretched or compressed with respect to the other.
When the amplitude of the measured data of different inspection runs are
changed, DTW changes the shape of the aligned dataset and attempts
to mimic the amplitude of reference dataset, which is not desire here.
Therefore, DTW have a high precision in aligning measurements at the
cost of warping the aligned dataset. Furthermore, based on the results,
COW is inefficient in finding the shifts at the start and end of the datasets.
However, RAFFT has a precise alignment at most of the times without
changing the shape of the aligned dataset, it has some sporadic warping
in some sections of the aligned datasets. Generally, the results showed
that the combined method is the most efficient method in aligning track
geometry measurements.
Using these approaches, one can reduce the positional errors in track
geometry measurement data and improve the accuracy of the inspection
measurement data. Therefore, it will strengthen the analysis and prediction of the track geometry degradation.

Robust infrastructure – Adapting railway maintenance to
climate change (CliMaint)
Project leader: Uday Kumar, Amir Garmabaki
Researchers: Adithya Thaduri, Johan Odelius, Stephen Famurewa, Janet
Lin, Veronica

Figure 1: Annual average
temperature with the
largest increase in
northern Sweden,
2021-2050.

Project sponsor/grant: Vinnova (4,615MSEK), TRV, SMHI, Infranord,
Sweco, Transportstrelsen, JVTC
Project period: 2019-11-01 to 2022-10-31
Goal: The aim of CliMaint is to ensure robust and reliable railway infrastructure by maintenance adaptation to climate change. The objective
of the project is to reduce future disturbances due to extreme climate
conditions by an effective maintenance program. The objective will be
achieved by utilizing RAMS (reliability, availability, maintainability, and
safety) methodology and integrating infrastructure degradation modelling
with metrological and satellite information. The methodology implemented
in CliMaint can have significant impacts of 5-10% reduction in the traffic
disruptions and maintenance costs.
Projects status and results: To understand the impact of climate effects
on the railway infrastructure, the first step is to collect the relevant data.
The data related to failures and maintenance (repair, replacement, inspection, renewal and work orders) from railway infrastructure (Trafikverket)
and meteorological and satellite data (surface temperature, humidity, permafrost, precipitation) is collected from SMHI and VViS weather stations.
A detailed analysis of the state-of-the-art report on potential failure mode
and consequences due to extreme events and future maintenance needs
for climate adaptation was submitted to Vinnova. In addition, a questionnaire has been distributed across all municipalities in Sweden, several
experts from Trafvikerket, Sweco, Infranord and Transportstrelsen, SMHI,
& railway experts from Europe. The total responses of 56 have been
received and preliminary analysis is being carried out to understand the
awareness of climate adaptation, level of maturity, risk and vulnerabilities,
and recommendations for future climate adaptation for railways.
Website: www.ltu.se/Climaint

Figure 2: Effect of extreme heat on railway (Railway buckling)
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RESEARCH PROJECTS
RAMS modeling and simulation at system level
Project Researcher: Hamid Khajehei
Project Leader: Alireza Ahmadi, Uday Kumar
Project Period: 2017-2021
Grant maker and program: Trafikverket
Goal: To provide a railway track maintenance planning and scheduling
framework which assist infrastructure managers in decision making
Objective: RAMS management is highly important in railway track to
maintain the punctuality and safety of the trains passing along the track.
The railway track geometry subjects to continuous degradation over
time and usage, and it affects performance and safety of train operation.
This track geometry degradation should be maintained in an acceptable
level by considering the required reliability, availability, maintainability,
and safety (RAMS) level for the given track line with minimum possible
maintenance costs. Whenever track geometry quality reaches a predetermined limit, a maintenance action is carried out to restore its quality
to an acceptable level. In this context, the allocation of an inappropriate
maintenance limit may result in an ineffective tamping regime, which will
ultimately affect the overall quality of the track, the train punctuality and
serviceability, the train safety and the total related maintenance costs.
Hence, setting an applicable and effective maintenance limit is highly
important. This project contributes in the development of a framework
toward the determination of the optimal track geometry maintenance limit
(see Figure 1).

models. In the optimization step, the tamping schedule is optimized
using an optimization algorithm with respect to objective function. During
the optimization process, it is highly important to implement opportunistic maintenance (OM). OM is applied by grouping tamping activities by
considering a set of criteria. In this project, we applied OM by conspiring
the unused life of track sections due to the earlier performance of tamping and the risk of unexpected events in the model.

Optimization step

Initial step
Track geometry index
Section-based model
Defect-based model
Recovery model

Constraints

Objective function(s)

Degradation model

Optimization
engine

Estimate maintenance needs in
maintenance window tɛT

t<T

Optimal
solution?

Yes

Yes

No

Initial scheduling plan

No

Optimal scheduling
matrix

Figure 2. The procedure for achieving an optimal tamping schedule

In both planning and scheduling of tamping activities, it is highly important to accurately predict track geometry degradation. Since railway
track is a linear asset, both the time and the location for monitoring and
modelling the degradation of the track are important. Consequently, in
order to model the geometry degradation, the section-to-section (spatial)
variation in the degradation parameters must be considered. In this
regard, as a part of this project, an artificial neural network (ANN) was
used to predict track geometry degradation by considering section-tosection variation (see Figure 3). In addition, Garson algorithm was used
to assess the relative importance of different features on track geometry
degradation.

Figure 1. A framework for determining the effective track
geometry maintenance limit

In addition, poor tamping scheduling negatively affect RAMS parameters
and highly increase maintenance costs. A proper preventive tamping
schedule will keep the railway track in the health condition under the
various risky factors and reduce the risk of unexpected events. In preventive tamping scheduling, a challenge which need to be addressed is
to accurately estimate the maintenance needs in the available maintenance windows and to determine which track sections need tamping on
which maintenance window(s). In order to achieve an optimal schedule
for track geometry tamping, we developed an optimization approach,
illustrated in Figure 2, which includes two major steps, i.e. the initial
step and the optimization step. In the initial step, the maintenance needs
are estimated in each maintenance window by means of degradation
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Figure 3. ANN model architecture

Testbed Railway
Project Leader: Veronica Jägare
Researchers: Jägare V., Karim, R., Hägglund, C., Nyström, B., Juntti,
U., Larsson, D., Molnstrand, D., Höjer, M., Allgulander, T., Jonsson, B.,
Nilsson, A.
Project Sponsor/Grant: JVTC/Trafikverket, LTU, Tyréns, Sweco, Predge,
Omicold, Damill
Project Period: 2014-2020
Goal: To strengthen the adaptability and competitiveness of the railway industry by developing and providing a testbed for research and innovation
in the railway industry, both nationally and internationally. The testbed aim
to facilitate the establishment of the digitized railway and enable decisionmaking through big data analytics.
Projects status and results: To achieve a smooth implementation of
research and innovation, new methods must be developed to test technology and innovative solutions. Test bed Railway is a platform intended for
transparent and reproducible tests of scientific theories, calculation tools
(such as Big Data Analytics) and new technology. The tools also provide

Development and adoption of Real-Time Prognosis
System (RTPS) for Cost Effective Safe Operation of
Mobile Machinery: Show-cased Demonstration of
Dumper Fleet
Project Leader: CIMFR
Researchers: Ramin Karim, Adithya Thaduri, Ravdeep Kour
Project Sponsor/Grant: Coal India Limited
Project Period: 2019-12-16 to 2021-12-15
Goal: The main purpose of this project is to develop and demonstrate
Real-Time Prognosis System (RTPS) to monitor the machinery conditions
and detect the degradation level to draw attention for maintenance interventions and for enhanced remaining useful life (RUL). These objectives
can be divided into the following sub-objectives:
n To

identify key performance indicators (KPIs)
monitor the identified KPIs using real time online technologies
n To analyse KPIs for forecasting of RUL and scheduling of reliability
centered maintenance
n To demonstrate the optimizing the maintenance decisions for effective asset management
n To

the ability to obtain condition data, fault data and reliability data via a
service-oriented and cloud-based solution. Today, the test bed covers
two track sections (approx. 650 km of railway), i.e. the Ore Line and
the Haparanda Line. These two track sections are instrumented so that
both infrastructure and rolling stock can be monitored online and in real
time. Monitoring data is used for maintenance analysis, i.e. descriptive,
diagnostics, prognostics and prescriptive maintenance. The project ended
2020-12-31 and some of the results described in the project report
included:
n The
n A
n

format for the management and coordination of Testbed Railway

description of measurement technology linked to Testbed Rail

S olutions for information logistics and analysis within Testbädd Järnväg

n Analyzes

of how a test bed can work with regard to:
B usiness models
n Testing of new solutions
nG
 oal management
nS
 tandardized evaluation methodology
n

n To

develop technical guidelines to maximizing the availability,
safety, and useful life of dumper fleet.

There are four main work packages:
n WP1: Identification

and characterization of key performance indicators (KPIs) of asset performance

n WP2: Data

acquisition system (DAS) for asset conditions

n WP3: Dynamic

data archive

n WP4: Prognostics

and reliability centered maintenance

Projects status and results: To monitor the condition of the dumpers,
five key performance indicators are identified: prime engine conditions,
axle load and vibration, axle bearing temperature, vehicle ride quality and
tire conditions. The monitoring is carried out by installing on-board sensors on selected dumpers in a few months. In the meantime, a mechanism is adopted to transfer the vibration systems dynamically transmitted into cloud server and stored in eMaintenance lab. A preliminary
descriptive and diagnostic analysis is being conducted on breakdown data
of selected dumpers under maintenance and repair contract (MARC) to
understand the behaviour of dumpers.

Visual shows for a particular nature of breakdown, what is the time taken to repair in hours and different no. of spares used.
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News and
events 2020
FEBRUARY

The Transport Committee
visits JVTC
The Transport Committee decided on March 26 2019
that a feasibility study on punctuality in rail traffic with
an international outlook and operational management
through quality fees would be produced. A feasibility
study was presented on June 4 2019 and a decision
was taken to launch a follow-up on punctuality in rail
passenger transport and an international comparison on
punctuality in some EU Member States. The follow-up
also includes questions about maintenance of the railway
in relation to punctuality. Members of the committee’s
follow-up and evaluation group visited JVTC on February
3 2020, to gain a concrete insight into how research can
be applied in practice to improve punctuality and gain
knowledge in these matters.

Members of the committee’s follow-up and evaluation group together with researchers from JVTC.

FEBRUARY

Trafikverket’s trainee group visits JVTC
On February 25 2020, Trafikverket´s trainee group visits JVTC to learn more about research and innovation at Luleå University of Technology.

FEBRUARY

A study visit at the Euromaint
maintenance workshop
JVTC and the project AI Factory for Railway visited the Euromaint
maintenance workshop in Notviken on February 7 2020, to gain more
insight into ongoing production and future development opportunities.

A locomotive at the Euromaint workshop.
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NEWS AND EVENTS 2020

The ePilot project management team: Ramin Karim, Ulla Juntti, Cecilia Glover and Veronica Jägare. Alexandra Lund Cipolla is missing in the picture.

MARCH
The ePilot project was awarded a place on IVA’s 100 list
for 2020. The list highlights research related to sustainability. A total of 94 research projects from 27 higher education institutions were included. According to IVA, these
are “selected to create value for companies or society in
the form of knowledge, processes, products and business

development”. The research that has qualified for the
list is applicable in one of the areas of smart industry,
resource and energy efficiency, society and welfare, infrastructure, smart products and services, business models
and circular economy.

APRIL
Students at Luleå University of Technology, Caroline
Hägglund and Oscar Jonsson, receive Swedtrain’s
degree award for their project: “Condition-based
maintenance of switches through statistical process
control - A case study according to DMAIC”.

Oscar Jonsson and Caroline Hägglund, winners of the
Swedtrain award.
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NEWS AND EVENTS 2020
MAY

Research and innovation day
JVTC participated on May 27 2020 in the Research and Innovation Day
organized by Trafikverket and InfraSweden2030. The conference had the theme Future accessibility in cities and in rural areas.

JULY

The innovation DigiSwitch
Professor Jan Lundberg and Dr. Taoufik Najeh, researchers in the subject
of operation and maintenance at Luleå University of Technology, promise
more reliable trains in the future with the help of their own invention. A
patent application has been submitted to the Swedish Patent and Registration Office. It is a completely new method that enables automatic condition
monitoring and analysis of wear in switches, damage to train wheels, track
alignment errors and if there is a risk of accidents due to so-called run-up
switches. This innovation, an IT solution, uses artificial intelligence that with
self-learning algorithms and pattern recognition analyzes condition control
data in the form of vibration measurements to find defects in systems
before something breaks.

Researchers working with the switch placed at Luleå University of technology.

AUGUST

JVTC participates in the railway industry’s think tank for AI
Professor Ramin Karim and Veronica Jägare participated in the
railway industry’s think tank for AI arranged by Tillsammans för Tåg
i Tid (TTT) on August 28. The purpose of JVTC’s presentation was to

provide inspiration and promote innovation regarding what achievements
can be made with the help of AI and in what way this can increase
punctuality.

SEPTEMBER

Winner of TRA VISIONS 2020
JVTC alumni former PhD student, Dr. Saad Ahmed Khan, wins first prize
in the TRA VISIONS 2020 competition for young researchers in the
railway category, with his dissertation: Effects of friction modifiers on the
friction, wear and cracks of rails.

Dr. Saad Ahmed Khan

NOVEMBER

JVTC railway seminars
JVTC arranged four railway seminars during 2020. The first one was
at Luleå University of Technology and the following ones were digital
due to the Covid-19 pandemic. All seminars were well attended and
presented topics such as: AI Factory demonstration, Digiswitch,
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Specification of RAMS requirements for Railway Superstructure,
the Journey in railway analytics powered by AI: Towards railway 4.0,
news from European projects and Discrete element simulation of
the ballast.

Some glimpse
from the past
Tokyo 2004 studying Shinkansen

Celebrating of the first PhD students (Behzad Ghodrati and Peter Söderholm) graduation 2005.
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SOME GLIMPSE FROM THE PAST
COMADEM 2006
Congress Programme

June 12-15, 2006

The 19th International Congress and Exhibition

Condition Monitoring and
Diagnostic Engineering
Management - COMADEM 2006
Conference Center – Nordkalotten Hotel
Luleå, Sweden

Division of Operation and
Maintenance Engineering

LULEÅ KOMMUN
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PUBLICATIONS

PhD Thesis
Illankoon, P. (2020). Soft Issues of Industry 4.0 : A study on human-machine
interactions (PhD dissertation). Luleå University of Technology, Luleå. Retrieved
from http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:ltu:diva-77561

Kour, R. (2020). Cybersecurity In Railway: A Framework For Improvement Of
Digital Asset Security (Doctoral dissertation, Luleå University of Technology

Technical Reports
Jägare, V. & Juntti, U. (2020). EP243 - C
rowdsourcing och Innovationsupphandling.
Projektrapport eP20-243-2020, ePilot, Järnvägstekniskt centrum (JVTC), Luleå tekniska
universitet, Luleå.

Karim, R., Jägare, V., Juntti, U., & Glover, C.
(2020). The roadmap for digitalised operation
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and Findings. Luleå: Luleå University of
Technology.
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Technology.

Keynotes
Diego Galar Pascual. “Delivering asset
management transformation and intelligent infrastructures”. Transport innovation online. 22 September 2020.
Diego Galar Pascual. “Digitalising
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RAIL. Conference 2020. An Event
for the Changing world of rail. 19-20
October 2020.
Diego Galar Pascual. “Industrial
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Europe Virtual Conference 2020.
17-19 September 2020.
Diego Galar. “Maintenance Analytics
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Maintenance Analytics Summit. Mayo
2020. Luleå University of Technology
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Intelligence Maintenance Conference
7-10th Sepember.

Diego Galar. “Virtual Commissioning
for Wind Farms Using Hybrid Modesl:
A Digitization Approach”. Wind Power
Big Data and IoT Forum, 9th-10th
December 2020

Diego Galar. “Global Trends in Testing,
Diagnostics & Inspection for 2020”.
17th IMEKO TC 10 Eurolab. Virtual
Conference. 20-22 October 2020

Ramin Karim. “AI Empowered
Maintenance: An Outlook”, Workshop
for the steering board, Organiser:
Swedish Maintenance Association,
11 March 2020

Diego Galar. “Vehículos autónomos
y eSmartizados en Construcción
4.0: Una aproximación de gemelos
digitales” 2020 Construyes! Live. II
Jonada de Innovación Tecnológica
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Minería. 17-19 November 2020. Live
Streaming.

Ramin Karim. “Industrial AI – Promises
and Challenges”, Conference on
Smart Maintenance, Organiser: Sustainability Circles, 13 October 2020
Ramin Karim. “AI Factory for Railway”, Conference on Swedish data
lab initiatives, Organiser: Vinnova, 16
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Ramin Karim. “Industrial AI in Mining”, Workshops Swedish innovation
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March 2020
Uday Kumar (2020): Technology
empowered PHM for railway Assets,
RAMS and PHM in Railway , Organised by IR, June 25, 2020.
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Uday Kumar Trends in Technology
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Circle, On Line September 2020.
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International Journal of
System Assurance Engineering
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is the official Journal of the Society for Reliability
Engineering, Quality and Operations Management (SREQOM),
India; and the Division of Operation and Maintenance,
Luleå University of Technology, Sweden.

Book and Book Chapters
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Conference Papers
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in the railhead”, Proceeding of World Congress
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BOOKS PUBLISHED BY DIVISION

1. Introduction to Maintenance Engineering.
Modelling, Optimization and Management. By Ben/Daya, M., Kumar, U., Murthy, P..
This comprehensive text book links theory with practice using real illustrative cases involving plants, infrastructure and other engineering products and components and exposes the
students to the evolutionary trends in maintenance engineering and management. The book
has been written by authors with extensive experiences in teaching and research apart from
working with different industrial sectors
Published by Wiley 2016

2. Maintenance Audits Handbook.
A performance measurement Framework. By Galar, D. and Kumar, U..
The handbook explores and presents the key aspects of effective and efficient maintenance
management using performance measurement as foundation. The book is equally useful for
students and engineers.and will serve as a valuable resource for those in the field.
Published by CRC Press 2016

3. Current Trends in Reliability, Availability, Maintainability
and Safety -An Industry Perspective.
Editors: Kumar, U., Ahmadi, A., Verma, A.K., Varde, P. (Eds.).
Containing selected papers from the ICRESH-ARMS 2015 conference in Lulea, Sweden,
collected by editors with years of experiences in Reliability and maintenance modeling, risk
assessment, and asset management, this work maximizes reader insights into the current
trends in Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety (RAMS) and Risk Management.
Featuring a comprehensive analysis of the significance of the role of RAMS and Risk Management in the decision making process during the various phases of design, operation,
maintenance, asset management and productivity in Industrial domains, these proceedings
discuss key issues and challenges in the operation, maintenance and risk management of
complex engineering systems and will serve as a valuable resource for those in the field.
Published by Springer 2015
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4. Artificial Intelligence Tools
Artificial Intelligence Tools: Decision Support Systems in Condition Monitoring and Diagnosis
Hardcover by Galar, D.
Artifical Intelligens is a methodology and a programming approach, developed, and still under
improvement, for effective maintenance management through its use in condition monitoring.
Artificial intelligence is used in all kind of maintenance for industry machines. Because of the
success in Condition monitoring, this book compiles and structures all AI tools used in CM in a
reference handbook.
Published by CRC Press 2015

5. eMaintenance Essentials electronic tools for efficiency
Authors: Galar, D. and Kumar, U..
The book eMaintenance: Essential Electronic Tools for Efficiency enables the reader to improve
efficiency of operations, maintenance staff, infrastructure managers, and system integrators,
by accessing a real-time computerized system from data to decision. The book provides an
introduction to collecting and processing data from machinery, which explains the methods
of overcoming the challenges of data collection and processing and presents tools for datadriven condition monitoring and decision-making. This is a handbook for those interested in
the possibilities of running a plant as a smart asset. It shows how to use sensor-based tools to
improve decision-making and enhance operational efficiency in the industrial plant environment.
Published by Academic Press 2017

6. Maintenance Cost and Life Cycle Cost Analysis
Authors: Galar, D., Sandborn, P., Kumar, U..
The book “Maintenance Cost and Life Cycle Cost Analysis” contributes towards a better
understanding of maintenance cost and that this enhanced knowledge will be used to improve
the maintenance process. It is motivated by the persistent pattern of failure of maintenance
engineers to explain the basics of maintenance cost and associated risks and benefits to senior
managers in their organizations. This motivation was reinforced by the recent success of several
publications putting this type of research into the spotlight, especially the new ISO 55000. The
book is intended for managers, engineers, researchers, and practitioners directly or indirectly
involved in the area of maintenance.
Published by CRC Press 2020
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7. Quality, IT and Business Operations Modeling and Optimization
Editors: Kapur, P.K., Kumar, U., Verma, A.K.. Publisher: Springer
The book “Quality, IT and Business Operations Modeling and Optimization” discusses action-oriented,
concise and easy-to-communicate goals and challenges related to quality, reliability, infocomm technology and business operations. It brings together research works in the area of software reliability, e-maintenance and big data analytics, highlighting the importance of maintaining the current growth in information
technology (IT) adoption in businesses, while at the same time proposing process innovations to ensure
sustainable development in the immediate future. In its thirty-five chapters, it covers various areas of
e-maintenance solutions, software architectures, patching problems in software reliability, preventive
maintenance, industrial big data and reliability applications in electric power systems.
Published by Springer 2017

8. Transportation Systems. Managing Performance
through Advanced Maintenance Engineering
Editors: Singh, S., Martinetti, A., Majumdar, A., Dongen, L. van (Eds.)
Discusses the synergy of various multidisciplinary research domains: applied mathematics, physical phenomena, asset management, human factor, and ICT/emergent technologies for improving the
maintenance operations Shows how these new technologies could not only reduce transportation time
and increase the availability of the systems, but also simplify complex (maintenance) inspections, assist
workers in their jobs, improve safety, and mitigate environmental risks Presents the fields of research for
academia and vital topics for industry
Published by Springer 2019

9. Handbook of Industry 4.0 and SMART Systems
By Diego Galar Pascual, Pasquale Daponte, Uday Kumar. Publisher: CRC Press.
Industry 4.0 refers to fourth generation of industrial activity characterized by smart systems and internetbased solutions. This book describes the fourth revolution based on instrumented, interconnected and
intelligent assets. The different book chapters provide a perspective on technologies and methodologies
developed and deployed leading to this concept. With an aim to increase performance, productivity and flexibility, major application area of maintenance through smart system has been discussed in detail. Applicability of 4.0 in transportation, energy and infrastructure is explored, with effects on technology, organisation
and operations from a systems perspective.
Published by CRC Press 2019

10. Robots, Drones, UAVs and UGVs for operation and Maintenance.
Authors: Galar, D., Kumar, U. and Dammika, S.
Industrial assets (such as railway lines, roads, pipelines) are usually huge, span long distances, and can
be divided into clusters or segments that provide different levels of functionality subject to different loads,
degradations and environmental conditions, and their efficient management is necessary. The aim of the
book is to give comprehensive understanding about the use of autonomous vehicles (context of robotics) for the utilization of inspection and maintenance activities in industrial asset management in different
accessibility and hazard levels. The usability of deploying inspection vehicles in an autonomous manner is
explained with the emphasis on integrating the total process
Published by CRC Press 2020
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The Division of Operation and Maintenance Engineering
was established as a new emerging academic and research subject in
the year 2001. Since then, the Division has mapped a long
distance to establish itself as a leading research group in the field of
operation and maintenance engineering. During its short
existence, the Division has been able to examine more than 50 PhD
students and have successfully executed more than 60 research
and innovations projects, a number of reference and text books, one
international journal (IJSA) patents, spin off startups and more than
2000 peer reviewed international publications documenting
the pioneer and leading research activities related to
operation and maintenance engineering.

